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CANBRIDGE There was a tirne in l)elhl India, sslie[ train Anid, despite the resolution's 9 Eastem Europe: Strivmig

passengers wvaited hours in line simply to make a rescrvation. The vttth thc personal computer first Toward the Information Age by

system, which lIandled 40,01)10 transactions per daN -wvas oserxNhelmetd appeared barely 201 years ago --some EdwardG. C=turnecki
little changed unitil, o er time, the system was computeri zed. Wjhen the potential outcomiie, aire already becom- 10 Data processing: Economic

transformation was complete, av erage waiting time dropped frnits itsg apparent. partCtilarly the threat of Promise lior Developing

several hours to l5 minutes. saving more than 2110,(011 man hours pet'kl. an unev en distribUtion of the nexv ate's Country Cities by Amos Gelb

Clearly, the infomiation agc has an'ived. and not just in the world's henetits. If that continues. then an Edu Informationa Correctin the

largzest eites. But the cffccts of the revolution are still Unfolding, and information reVolItion that could raise Africa by Tim Cohen

cities and nations arejust inow undcritanding the prornise and the per-il the quality of life aS a whole nay scrm c 12 Information and the City: Circa
of the information era. to emphiasize existing societal div isions. 2025 by Cilin Soot/i

The magnitude and speed of thc rev olution itself bears notice 13 Radio: Gateway to the
Although diflictilt to quanitify, the infoix-iiationi rex olution clearly ranks Impact on cities Information Revolutioni by
xx ith other historic economic ground ssvells. For instaice, the Industr ial Britce Gerarcd

Revolution was fueled by a 50 percenit decline in energ) costs uNser a The infoiniation age's imipact on 14 Jakarta, Indoniesia: Managing

30-year period. By contrast. the cost of storine. processin,e, and cities iiiirrors thosc on societv as a Envormation on the Urban

tratismititig infonnation has dropped 20 per cenit ttuatluti/ ois cr the past vhole. The nces information; econioiiv 1ty S6 igi u Notebo

40 years. Iax ors those areas that create anid store Staying in Touch: AB Notebook
Information has become as important .in iiptit as hbiit, tLatnraLIL s al iable in format tiott. So cities x jif

and financial resources in the des clopiient of iTodent ecotiolies. gereat universities aitd research insttitutes DEPORTMENTS
Valuable as a commodity alone. intonrmation alsit serv es as an inpuit stand to benefit trust. Sitch cities
into more traditional goods and services. As a fact(or O produIction, generally are the larger ones, sxhich in 2 Letters to the Editor

inftmiatioti ittcreases productis itv I for example, by aliot ing reic tiam dras div erse intere-sts thai iritellec- 3 World X'iew The City' in the

person to type. edit, design. and print in one hoLur a document thait cOuld titally feedl and dev elop from one Age of Information by Everetl E.
Dennis

have taken sex eral peoplc an entire day I and decreases cost Ifor another. bhis creates sx neriies of'
instance, in lowering inventors costs by precisely timing the manufac- information development that make the 15 Featured ColumnistInformnation Technology, C'ities.
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' * * E We welcome vour continents, thoglit.i,, and saggeo ition on The Urban Age.

t Fannie Mae ^ The fiollowing ore re ceived i respoit.sei to /tih cainnot be over-emphasized. Perhaps, by
5F H using )ctohe r /994 issuo "Priv iai at ion and Cities ": ellectively combining its twin roles as a

Research development ageocy and a fii aticial institutionm

Editor: the Urban Develiipment Bank of Nigeria can
Richard Batles's article, "Privatizatioii: Catn irliiate appropriate capacity building programs

VWI dl_. Government Manage It?" clearly highlights the for the governments within the context ol' the
Managemen[ challenges Nigerian urban dcvelopgment new Natiottal Urbait Development Policv.
Prolramme LUpr'actitioniers anrd the Urbain Dcvelopiticitt l)r Muitopho Ziiartirti

Bank of Nigeria lace. Arclitect/Pilaitier
Ihis issue of The CIHan Age is funded by The thrcc tiers of govcrnment todav 'ictorir IAland, ltgo N igerio

the Danish Agency for International i
Development, the Federationi of Canadian includine Ahuja the federal crpital, and 589 Editor:
Murnicipalities (Caniadian International
Development Agencyt. the Fanniie Mae local goveriiments. During the oil boom era Your article, Cote dIvroie: Public Sector
Office of Housing Rescarcih. the DUtch of the I 97(hs the three tiers of governotent Pajrticipation in Water SuIpply and Sanitationi" is
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the World assumed the mole of providing, expanding. and a particularly informative piece on what might be
Bank. Developmental funding has bccn maintaining infrastructure facilities. However, called the gradual approach to privatizationi.
provided by the UNDP-UNCHS(Habitat)- no attteintion was paid to the nced to adopt l'he arnicle is important because it demon-
World Baink tlrhan Management appropriate technology in proiec strates the efficiency and cost effectiveness of
Programme and the World Baink. implementation, to establish adeqUate service delivery and operations that arc niade

institutiotnal mechanismiis for etisuring effective possible by expanding the role ol' the private_s | l I AIE l r P_ pronect maintenance aind for enthancing internal sector in water supply and sanitation.
IIrev enue generation thiroughi rate collection and I ant currenitly iiisvtlv ed in thec assessitient of'
user charges. Above all. state and local Watel suppIV Options lor thc City ol' Hulawvavo

Jeb Drugmaun governlinents became less accountahle lo their and Matabeleland North in Zimbabwe. Given our-
JaLne THr.iia Carr nada citizens because they depended largelv on need to find the appropriate inix between

0Xtice of Holosing Researc C h monthly allocations front the federal govcrtititent and private sector invol vernent in
-aiinie ALar, Tfoashiiigtos, D C. US4 governrinenit for their operatlins. They did niot the provision oh sustainable suipplies of water to

G. Sliabbir Chicinia have anly incentive to mobilize abundant local this drought-strick-en region [at an operating cost
UVoLP. SNevr t,ack USA r-esources. As a result. the country is now of titoie tltai t 1S$0.45 per cubic mieier], we look

C(harlcs Coriea saddled witht a mounting external anid initenial l'orward to futiure articles that draws upon the past
Bona bsr. Itrdia debt burden. experiences ot' other citics.

sLsuzsa D an iel
Research Inastitotte The ineed. therefore. fot all the tiers of Kenneth S'iitatll
Minfstr! at Finance goverivrentt io have a standalrd traiasitiori Ad/visor

ulduitppeat. Hungars program trom "sole producer and deliverer of Mattabelelantd Zaittbe.i taI te r Trist
Mamadou Diop services" to that of "cniabler " anid 'regUlator" Bul/iiuavIro, Ziinbobsie

Dfuar AftetiTlitan Colaniununit
Dakar. Senegal

DevPelepT;teiit P/ailniting Unit Editor's Note
C'nii'ei.sirt Collegc
London, Enigland There is little doubt that the information programs to students long neglected utider

Th. 11. Kolstee revolution is sweeping the globe, determining apartheid rule. And Amos Gelb of CNN gives us

Dutch Atsirttv of Io eigii Atfairs not only the way cities are managed, but how a glimpse of the data processing industry in the

The hlagrue, The .N'etlies'lcnds they will prosper and grow. Without the ability Caribbean, where a growing number ol'jobs are

Aprodicio Laquian to both process and create information, being generated as a result of the nransfer of new

U/B Cenr( e for Huianwa Settle iiiets technophiles wam, cities are destined to fall technologies.

I alncouirvr, Canada hopelessly behind, doomed to fail in an In illustrating both the pros and cons of the
Jairne Lemner

C'lritiba, Brazil increasingly competitive world. informnation age, we have tried to bring all sides of

Akin Mabogunje Such first world predictions sound particu- the issue into the debate. In the roundtable, eight
Ibaflarr, Nigei-ic/ larly dire to many in the developing world, leading specialists, the majority of whom come

Pablo Trivelli where the unequal distribution of resources has from developing countries, discuss how inforna-

Urban Managemiient Programimue created a growing gap between the "informa- tion technologies are likely to change the way we

Quito, Ecuiadior tion rich" and the "information poor." Tokyo live. By exploring the ways in which information
Jaime Valcnzucla today has as many telephones as all of Africa, is transmitted in Equatorial Guinea, we hope to

ILLA./CELCADEL, Qidto, Ecsuador and only 2 percent of spending on information lend perspective to those of us who take access to

technology is made by developing countries the infornation superhighway for granted.

_______________________________ _ 1which account for 80 percent of the world's Finally, through our interview with J.T. Malinga,
population. mayor of Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, we see the

Ilow can developing countries begin to importance of infonmation technology not only in
ArifHasani bridge this information gap? In this issue we managing how a city is run, but in how local

Kazarari, Pakistan have focused on clarifying for our readers some leaders communicate with their constituents.

Hilda Herzer of the new technologies being used, where they We are fortunate in this issue to have contribu-
Ceiitr-o Estuiir:o Socicales' arce being used, and boss they are leading to tions from a large number ofjoumalists in the

.uiiisAii s Argeil t issocial and economic development. Dominic field. As users of infornation on a daily basis,

Peter Swan Ziegler, Ilong Kong Bureau Chief for The their timely and well-written input is especially

C \CI1S ASairoai. Aecs!a Economist, writes of the economic boom being appreciated. I would also like to welcome

fostered in mainland China due to improved Margaret Bergen, a forner columnist for the

_ h i S R conuunications with Hong Kong's massive Catholic Herald, as our new associate editor. We

_ l Il! ll 1 illll information network. In South Africa, Tim hope you find the issue of interest, and as always,
Cohen of Business Dayv, writes of satellite welcome your comments aild criticisms.

Editor Mary MeNcil networks being set up to transmit educational A.'t'ar, Mcr
t
eil

Associate Editor Maiigarct Bcrgen

Production Michelle Lynlch Zook

Distribution Consaclo hPOsseII



WORLD VIEW-6UEST EDITORIAL

The City in the Age of Information
by! Everett E. Denni7is

Everett E. Denliis is e.xecultiv di rector oqf The Fr eEdomi Foram Media StIdie s Ccnter at CoiftC0 f1ib C,ti erasirv it Nell Yoir Citdv and the

til/flit of Wor' thIllI til )l1o dozen 1)1 ok.' abouit iic <dia. Id e 'nlsioiton, it/if! lelatetd til/ics. He i ilss *so1 sttr v ic e jres ideot of ofhe Freed 1on

Foi-ioi. ithe worid l Xarnes t neuiii (ti/t1 oY)ln/llttulicaOtiOllillnndatio/n.

t first glance. niuch of heretofore unknown in human pros ided by either satellite or areas district by district, neighbor-

modem conmuuiications history . cable. and sirtually none hase hood by neighborhood. or block

technology in w hat has beeni While technophiles herald the access to computers and the flow by block until some basic lesel of

called the infonisiatioln age benefits of'the nes infonmation of information they brtng. communications and infonmation

seems directed by and at urban age for individuals, institutions. Bringing poor urban neighbor- services is within everyone's

elites. Global telexision services, and societies, technophobes warn hoods from Jakarta anid Sao l'aulo reach. Just what this threshold

for examsple. are a staple in that the gap between the affluent to New York and Shaighiai will will be can only be decided

intensational hotels, businesses, and the dispossessed is isidening. happen in piecemeal. incrensental locally, possibly against an

and govensteit nsinisti-ies. At And esen as businesses atid fashion svithoLt sonic pUrposeful internatlnrial or rcgional standard.

the sanse time, on-line infomra- gms ertinsent ensplox the full r anige plan. Infonrmation services canl be Naturally'. the spread of technol-

tion services. svhether on the of ness intfonriiatio technologics liiked to econonsie development ogy and inforination services

Internet or a more specialized and ser ices for positis e nds, so and sustainability. the delivery of rcquires a ncxus between private

network, also seem to dote orn thc arc Imiore nciatiNe forces assocr- health care infonisation. crinme sector and goveisisental intercsts.

elite infrastructure of urban life. ated w\ith crititiiial actis itv. ethnic prevention. antd msany other social not the least of svhichl is educating

Todav manv barriers thal hatred, and propaganda usmng the needs and goals. people so they can benefit from

sloswed or blocked the spread of samce tools for nsore vernal ends Advanced couintries like the voery information being

global infornmation scrvices have The great challenge for cities Finland are addressing this need disseminated.

broken down. 'Ihe rapid spread of in this period of techsnological by achieving fI0l percent com- At present, many of the large

new technologies such as satel- urban coisiisitisities of the wsorld

lites, high-speed and lows-cost What Can Be Done? are isolated frons the flow of

computers, fiber optics, cellilar information regarded as essential

telephones. and other iisnovatiotts Establish cable or closed-circuit television systems to make accessible to to modemn life itself The great

make possible links betweens and all citizens public meetings of municipal government bodies or public flow of contemporary information

among peoples that wvouild have hearings. includes not only individual

beets impossible a decade ago. Create a computer bulletin board and a hard-copy version for kiosks to messaging and news of public

Also cooperating are economic facilitate interactive communication among government officials, life, but opinions, entertainmenit,

forces advaiced by regional and business leaders, and other members of the public. commercial messages, and

inteiaztioisal pacts and the Encourage neighborhood communication where neighborhoods and other promotion. All seem essential to

cinergeicse of a global economv urban districts and designations can communicate with each other, using mcmbcrship in the modem

for many goods and sers ices. In desktop publishing, radio, closed-circuit TV, and other means, community of nations, economic

the public sector, the transforma- Urge all citizens to become conuununicators, using cable, low-power TV, interests, and social development.

tion of imuch of the svorld suter the cellular radio. and telephone to establish local links. Access for all, sihether that access

fall of communism and the rise of Facilitate more institution-to-institution communication between and is intense or peripheral at first, is

market economies and denmocratic among bLusiness. education, labor, and other fields. critical if the disparities among

governments has stinsulated Develop a feedback system for citizens to reduce their sense of power- peoples nos so evident in tthC

consnuIllication between aisd lessness throtigh personal conmnunication that gets a response. svorld ar-c siot to grosy greater.

amone indiv idual coulitri es and At the sanc tinse. students of

regions ofthe wAorld. In nmaiiv convergencc. ssben all foris of puter literacy in children between infonnsation and technology

countries, gos cntimental regula- coisnsunmication come together in the ages of ten and 15 in a high- counisel patience, notinig that

tions affecting broadcasting and onic clectroniically based. cons- quality educational systerr, but earlier innos ations ranging from

telcCOmmunicationl haNc becn puter-drisen svsiern, is seeing that developing nations need programs the telegraph to the telephonie, as

relaxed, and pr ivatization has 5 arious flevn media forins and of education and training before wvell as radio, television, and

been encouraged. rhis is true in systems are used to solv e serious leapfrogging technologies can computers, took decades to reach

Westem Europe, Latin Aimerica, urban problems Infonration help solve local or urban prob- more than half of the population

East Asia. and elsessher-e This Ihteracy. svlherein the vast majority lems. Some consideration might even in the most developed

contvergence of technological, of the population has access to a be given to communications industrial societies.

ecotionoic. political, anid social wide range of information, is development programs in urban

lorces opcns the svax to test the essential to democratization in the

idca of global commsunications. city as much as itii in the The Urban Age aims to stimulate lively debate and ittteractionz on
s herein the most ads anced countryside. Y7et the spread ot' icri/is topics in developed and developing countries. The ideas

coonirs'stde. ~~~eApressed in articles appearing in The Urban Age reflect the personal
itiformationi systems cats connect urban poerty. slums, and comments of each author, and are not representative of any one agency

inteinsationial organizations, shantytos ns is notable the s orld or organization. Individual arlicles appearing in The Urban Age may be

instititions, countries. regeons, os er. Fes of'these enclas es of reproduced or reprinted prosided the author(s) and The Urbani Age are

and individuals in a fashion the disposse,sed has e sern ICCS U led and L courtesv copy is seni to The Urban Age.
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wN hole of a city's distinct commttnities greater than the Sttl of itS parts. decisions, help improve government planning processes by providirti

And such urbait learning centers attract private industry. which in tiun more complete pictires ot' problems and options. suggest and tasonitor

aittracts the it;estiieitet niecessary to build a robust informal.ltion infra- iifrastrticttjre needs, and empower citizens.

structure that can quickly and efticiently distribtite the knowledgc Such "internal' etforts for the most part are ntsecei by the city

olf the city. resident: a streamlining of' billing processes for instance. or a quicker

'rhose citics lacking such size and synergies will have to deploy turnaround in information requests. These are due to such thiitus as

their resources with care both to best dexelop the urban infra- efliciencies ot more powerful wor-d processing and databasc progratns.

structure, and to create anid market the most 'valuable" information, In Korea. for example. the PuIsan city gov enmenit installed a computer-

This means going beyonid the efficiencies infornation technology ized budget and financial model that, in thrce years. ielped increase tax

enables in govemiment services anid operations. It mcans exploring collectioni 6 percent and halved the city's debt.

wNays local knowledge can be transfor-iuted anid distr-ibtited as marketable Othrc- itventive efforts are undcrway, inclUditsg:

information. E-mail and City Computer Systems: Matty cities 1tosv Irn or-

Some cities hbae already incorporated nscw techinologies into thcir- support computer systemiis allowving electronic (e-mail) access to

day-to-day operations as well as itto thci long-rangc cconlomilic tovcriunsrnt offices and clectcd officials, as well as to govemment

development pltns. IProperly deployed, information resour-ces canl help mietinig schledules. The systems can be as elaborate as click-and-

governments reach more citizcns, allow morc informed purchasing changc conaputer screens guidinrg viewn ra aiitone services and offerings
or as simple as message transfer.

Geographic Informatioi Svstemiis: O(i oef the first aIses of

Defining the Information Revolution inforitiationi tcchniology. these s'ysteins alloss cities lo mafnipulate vast
amiouiits of demograph1ic and envsironlmental inf~ormamtion to determine

Information technology is to knowledge what roads and rivers were to the the iutost efficient and effective areas to place services. stich as wvater

Industrial Revolution-speedy channels of distribution. More specifi- lines atid police statiotis.
cally, "information technology" generally includes all of those technolo-
gies that enable the rapid and efficient transportation of information. That In Indtnesia's Sctarang City, for example, use of t1l enabled a 5fi
includes computers and telecommunications, including satellite, fiber perccnt increasc In propel-ty tax revenues xwithin a 31) square kilometer

optic cable, and wireless and stanidard telephone wire. Also included are area. And in Anigola, IS provedf a low-cost altermative lor full par-cel

softwarc applications and their uses, including broadcasting, electronic titapping lor platininig and taxation ptirposes. Shanty parcels ere

piublishing, and others. "Information cconomv" refers to those sectors of on pttrp lses Shanty prcessinr
the economv in which infonnation is the primary output.

The new infonnation technology's chief characteristic is the ability to aerial photos of itc arett.

transiMt volumes of information immediately and without regard to the Ifealth linformation: In the Ahmedabtd,l India, district's healthi

physical location of the sender and receiver. As author John Naisbitt puts informastiot systenm, uIp to 40) percent of f-ield svorkers' tinic swas spent

it, "Computer companies typically emphasize the benefits of people
norking with computers, but the real benefits, which will bc increasingly ngisters. Computerization has

realized over time, are quite the reverse. Telecomnmunications and its attomated much of the system, treeing op ts orkers' time anid cliiinat-
infrastmncture put people in touch with one another." This suggests a ing eight to ten registers.

greater emphasis on the flow of ideas and less on thIe finctions of Envir-onmental Management: In the C'hambal, Mahanadi, atld
itidividuals that generate them. With that in mind. the key drivers of the
information revolution can be further defined as the creation of market-
ready infonnation and thc technical ability to distribute it. systems monitor water iniflows and wanm of' peak pe-iods, cr eating ali

Of she two. technology is the easiest to deline and measure, for it titttomatic flood forecasting network.

manifests itself with telephone wires, computer terminals, anid the like. Telecomnititing: Systematic efforts at enabling city ssorkers to
And vet. it varies in quality and capability. Traditional telephone wire, for

remain at hiome and woi-k are desigilicd to loA ci- urbaii costs. In Lo,s
instanice, can carry fromii four to 240 telephone calls simultaneously; flber
optic cable can carry more than 100,000. As well, the compatibility of Angeles about 3 per-cent of the couisty governrcnt's svork force ssorks

diffcritug computer systems can determine the ability to distribute. This frorn home for tvo to three days perI wcek. The county estinsates
remains an issue in many govemmental locations, as dispersed purchasing saviigs at U SS 1 3.000 per enaployce pc year in office expenses,

authority may result in differing and incompatible computer systems.
Compuiter compatahility. then. goes beyond simply having a piece of Icreased productivity and lower absentecisis.
hardssare in place to include the technology's ability to interact with other Road Planning and Traffic Coordination: Los Angeles uses an

systetuls. attonsiated traffic monitoring systcm of buried street seisors and
More difficult to measure is "market-ready infonriationi," meaning rcmotcev controlled video cameras to liandle its traffic problems. The

information which has a buyer ready to purchase it. Such information
may include the price of grain in the Ukraine, the stmucture ol'a new system sas been credited sith cuttitte vehicle delays by 5U.llJh hours
Califomnia microchip, or the prospects for automobile production in Japani. per day, or 31 percenit of thc city's daytimc population. Olher citics al-e

All such pieces of iniformation have a value in and of themselves. yet can workiiis with sintilar prog-aits.

also increase the value of other products as well-for instance, the [informationi Sharing: Local governments have taken advantage of
microchip knowledge could speed the production process of a new
computer-designed industrial part, and the grain price could determine the cable ticlvision fiancliscs to ensure that local programming is avail-
production level at a bakery. able. Its England, cities arc expcrimentittg us ish systems allowing honte

Which is more important-the ability to create infonanation or the shoppinig, job vacancy itsfortriation. nd mitessaging systems.
ability to distribute if? The progress of the information revolution shows
that technical ability is not sufficient to drive the information economy. E
From the world's most developed cities to towvns such as Bmusque, Bra7il, Effect on 'external' economies
technology has served to improve existing business services. Technology
serves to enable, not produce. Information creation, then, is the basis of Inlomiation is also a key ingredient in allowing cities and natiosas to

the economy and the more critical of the two drivers. cooilpete mor-e effectisNely in a global ens ironmelit. In Niexico, for-

-TD. example, recent investments bave helped modernize that country's
.i,iirisiiile i'i liii C' 5 I
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customs system. At Nuevo Laredo on the U.S. border, the main transit
point for trucks, processing time for transactions dropped trom three The Inieinet: The Network of Ne""ofhs
days to 20 minutes. Estimates show that the system will save USS2
billion annually-or roughly I percent of Mexican GDP. The computer network most often associated with the information super-

Inventive efforts include: highway is the Internet. It is the world's largest network of networks, and
enables computers of all kinds to share services and communicate directly,

Teleports: jIo maintain and support information-based industries, linking tens of thousands of university, goveirmnent, and corporate net-
larger cities in more developed nations have created teleports, areas works. It is not a single system owned and controlled by one group but
concentrating infornation technology resources such as communica- rather 50 connected networks that provide services and hundred of hosts
tions equipment linked to satellites. Users either locate adjacent to the offering public access. The Intemet is funded prinmily by commercial
teleport, or access it through communication lines. Teleports exist in organizations and, to a lesser extent, by government organizations.

London, Rotterdam, New York City, and Osaka and arc often joint What you can do on the Internet
ventures between public and private conceems. Gen-nanv has a national The Internet was originally founded as a research and academic network.
chain of some 30 teleports, and the concept is spreading across Europe. With expanded access, it has become a forum for a whole range of human

Specialized Telecommunications Networks: Edinburgh, Scotland, interests such as community and nonprofit issues, entertainment, and
and San Antonio, Texas, have each separately worked with local commercial uses.
telecommunications companies to develop spccific packages to attract Electronic mail-The majority of transactions on the Internet involve

mail being sent and received from friends, colleagues, politicians, and
business. businesses across all borders and time zones.

Targeted Development: Singapore is the most prominent example Transferring files-Using file transfer protocol (FTP) text, spread-
of this tactic. This city-state seized upon its strategic location to sheets, files, photographic images, and even X-rays can be transferred.
develop as an information transportation hub and used technology to Currently transfers are primarily text-based, although NASA provides

develop as an ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~satellite pictures over the Internet and the future will see more graphic
spring its economy. Some 3,000 companies have been attracted to images and digitized sounds being sent.
Singapore, which has been so successful that it now directs some low- Searchingforflles and databases-Thousands of computers are
skill j obs away fromn its workers and toward other area countries. Still, available to access and search for information. Once a file is located, it is
Singapore has attributes that make such success difficult to transfer- possible to run a program on other computers by accessing someone clse's

primrilyan etrencivstrog cetralgoveiimtit ith he ailit to comnputer. This is helpful if som-eone has software the user doesn't have, or
primarily an e.xtremllely strong central gov ernmenlt w ith the ability to if the user doesn't need the information on his or her computer.
run the public sector as an efficient business. Discussion groups and bulletin boards Milhons of people make

contact and exchange views in real time through either business or commnu-

'Information poverty' nity personal forums on myriad topics of interest. People "talk" by typing
into the computer to someone anywhere in the world. Both people see the
information simultaneously,

Despite the growing numiiber of technologies llow being used to
better manage city govemments, as well as to stimulate economic How to connect

growth, the fact retnains that most of these technologies exist in the To connect to the Internet. it is essential to have a computer, a modem, and
developed world. Of growing concem is the unequal distribution of access to the network. Until recently this access was provided only to those
information resources betwccn developed and developing countries. computer users with a university or government affiliation who were
For example, Tokyo today has as many telephones as all of Africa. familiar with an operating system called UNIX. Most of these impediments
Moreover, the disparities promise to worsen: A 1991 World Bank have recently disappeared, In the past year dozens of smatl businesses have
Moreover,nd that just 2 percent of spending on infonnation technolo,, emerged that sell access to the Internet, some starting as low as US$ 10 a
study found that just 2 percent of spending on information technology month. New navigation systems called browsers have been developed to
was made by developing countries-which account for 80 percent of increase case of access to the system. For example, MOSAIC is a naviga-
the world's population. tion system that enables the computer user to travel on the Intemet by

This disparity has led to "information poverty" in much of the moving the mouse pointer to the desired place and clicking. This easy-to-
use interface, the reduced cost of computers and modems, and the new

developing world, according to Nagy Hanna of the World Bank. Such avenues onto the Intermet have created greater global access to the informa-
poverty takes many forms: planning without facts, unreliable informa- tion superhighway.
tion on external debt and poverty, poor information support to top -Eleanor Jewett
decision-makers, inadequate financial control, and cumbersome Eleanor Jewvett is cutrrently, a comnmunications consultant specializing in
reporting and monitoring systems. among others. information technologv in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

A recent report by the Economic Commission for Africa asserted
that the lack of data describing demographic, social, environmental. percent of an information system's total cost, due to training and
and economic situations seriously hamnpered development management. implementationi costs. Such costs can be compounded, especially in
Many Latin American countries lack current and adequate national developitig areas where multiple projects have been initiated using
accounts and balance of payments estimates as they grapple with the computer systems of different standards.
challenges of structural adjustment. Highly populated Asian countries
lack currcnt inforrnation on the nature and extent of poverty and on the Two-tiered workforce
effect of various national programs on poverty alleviation and popula-
tion control. Reliable infoirmation on large organizations is scarce or In addition. the information age seems likely to create two-tiered
non-existent in many developing countries. This causes major prob- workforces an upper level of knowledge workers, analysts. and
lems in managing public enterprises as well as private companies. information creators. and a lower tier of typists, data processors, and

Failing to address these disparities could not only delay economic enablers. The resulting division promises to flatten previous work
development but also increase the gap between rich and poor countries. hierarchies and create new management challenges. Aside from simple
Investments in hardware alone will not solve the problem. Information computer literacy, those developed country cities with high nunibers of
consultants estimate that technology purchases represent only abotit 20 continuted on page 6
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critical thinkers capable of tuning raw data into marketablc informiia- * The computer industry is already three times the size of the TV

tion wN ill thrive. industry and growing ten times as fast. American companies
Considering that developing country cities olten lack basic inlhorma- sold about 50 million personal computers in 1994, some 60
tion about their own residents (population statistics. income levels, percent of them for residences and home offices. The top 15

CI place of resideiice). reachiiig a point at which thev are ahle to publicly traded computer networking companies have a totalplac of esidncel reahinga pont a whih thy ar abl tomarket value of USS22 billion.
compctc in thc global information economy may seem to be an
unattainable goal. Not only will workers need to be trained in People have associative memories that are millions of times

sotiware applications. but in some cases they will have to face elimina- larger than computer "memories"; two eyes can do more image
tion of their previous dutics or cven their jobs. The increasinig division processing than all the supercomputers in the world put to-
of labor will make lowver skill jobs inuoe vrtlncrablc to automatioll or gether. However, in terms of communications bandwidth,
tranisfer to areas of lowest cost. This is already occurring in many people lag hopelessly behind computers, with nearly a billiontimes less comnmunications power than the best computer
developing cotintries, where low-skill information labor is becoming a network machines.
predominanit part of urban economies. For cities. this tnav mean
disruption of thaditional indttstries as well as goVernnment intrastruc- * The world's largest computer network, Intemet, now reaches 25
tures. million computer users, and the number of users is said to be

(Jiovertrcrnts liave an important role to play in addressing these almost doubling each year.
disparities. III the nicwly industrializing counltries of Fast Asia, for
example, govecrnments have proved crucial in coordinatinga investmenlts * Mround the world there are now 100 million computers with an

example, gbFnmes he p d cestimated 42 million users of electronic mail, including nearly
and programs in Lelecotnniuniicatiofis. education, and training, and in 30 million users in the United States.
diffusing information services and softwarc applications.. They have
also created clusters of institutions to improve the ability of small- and * How universal is access to the new information superhighway
fllediutll-sizC enterprises to absorb and implement the new technolo- going to be, and who will pay for the service? Even with the
gics, Such projects have allowed sonie Fast Asian cities to become plain old telephone, research shows that 6 million homes in the
"inibrtiationi nodes." providing connections and networking for cities United States alone still do not have access to a telephone-
throughout the rcgion tsce box, p. 8) and leading to rapid economnic including 20 percent ofthe elderly, 43 percent of those on
development. ~welfare, and 50 percent of households headed by a single

The fact is that the public sector is the biggest collector of data on all mother.
types of social and economic activities, as well as on natural and * To meet the information requirements of governments and
demographic information. (iovemments. through encouraging the Iree administrators, a country data system integrating all the
disscntirtation of such information, hold a powerful key toward available national data sets and presenting them in a readily
improving the competitiveness of their economies. accessible form, has been prepared for Cote d'lvoire. Building

on this experience, country data samples have now been

Investments not enough developed for 20 African countries, and soon all African nations
are expected to have one.

To help bridge the infomtatiott gap. technology iitvestmiienits have * One of Russia's top geographic information companies has
boome(d over the past tenl years as citics and countries move to harrness created a facility that can produce a large volume of digital
the potential efficiencies. The World Bank estiniates that as much as satellite photos from recently declassified Russian military
90 percenit of all inivestment lending operations have some component archives. The venture has implications for the world's remote-
of informnatio n technlology. These include such operations as a geo- sensing market. The satellite image production facility produces
graphic inlormation system in Tianjin. China, that led the mavor to digital files from Russian satellite photos with 2- to 3-meter

resolution. This is five times greater than the resolution on
redirect USS6.5 millioni fiom a pr-oposed beltway to a slatm area with photos produced by commercial satellites.
demonstrated sanitation probletms.

But, as mentioned cearlier, buying the tcclmnology is only thic bcgitt- Currently, the information sector employs about one-third of the
ning. Social concems, Such as the willingness of govcriitients to allosv workforce in the OECD countries; this nunber will rise to 60
free access to information channels, exist in many de eloping coun- percent by the year 2000.
tries. An advantage of newy informnation technologies is that they enable
the rapid distributioni of infornmation through all levels of societv. The
I ntern et. for examllplec . enable c s rapi d ttncensore d di SCllSSi on bettveen pSources: The size of the computer industry compared to televission was abken from. a

Interet, fr exiiipl, ctitile rapi Linensord disussin beteell press release hr Information Access, Co.,-by George Gilder, 15 August. 1994;

countries around the globe. Indeed, arguably the world's imiost success- comparisons with hunian memories takenfromapress release by Daily Vuriety Ltd

ftal information ecotiotitv that of thc United States explicitly secks "Backtalk': computers will lead telecom revolution, by George Gilder, 15 October
to ditribte iformtiontecholog as tidel att deely is soietyas 193; information on Internet taken from Time magazine article "The Sirange Neso

to distribute infommation echnoloa as widcly and deeply in socictv as World of the Internet Battles on the Frontiers of Cyberspace, " 23 Juts, 1994;
possible. Sinilsar approaches in other tiations will utdoubtedly cause infomation on electronic mail taken Jrom Inbrnmation Access, Co., pre.s release by
clashes in those cultures where infIormation is more closelv controlled. Geor-ge Gilder. 15 August. 1994; questions about access and costs oJ the new

information superhighway takenfirom Commutnications Policy Briefing, "Universal
In Singapore, for instance, where govenmment motiitors sociely Service and the Information Superhighway. " by the Benton Foundation andfros

closely, officials have been cautious in allowing access to the Intemet Dr. Howard Frederick, Emerson College, Massachusetts; infirm-tion on Russia
and Africa ta ken from brochure by the Planning and Development Collaborative

en en as they developed highly efficient, h igh-speedt communica;tions International (PADCO,I a private services-oriented compan,; inf-rmatisn on
networks for the constr;tctioni. transportation, and impolt-export economy figure was takenfrom World BankDiscussion Paper No. 12-"The

communities. fhe opcn networks the city-state seeks as part of its lJofirmation Technolog_v Revolution and Economic Derelopment"

Information Technology 2000 plan will almost ccitainlv lead to IniorC
, titiiiiied pagcl(e 24 O'
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HONG HONG

Linking Hong Kong and the Mainland
by Dominic Ziegler

Doninic Ziegler is the Hong Kontg bureau thieffor- The Ecoiomist -- U
HONG KONG. The easiest high-wage economy, and services both markets are marked by nately, economic growth in

way to get between Hong Kong are now the dominant sector. intense competition and falling Guangdong has outpaced the
and Guangzhou (the capital of Hong Kong's contribution to the costs-though a local monopoly. development of infrastnicture,
China's Guangdong province) is Pearl River boom today is akin to Hong Kong Telecom, still notably in transport and telecom-
still, nine decades after the British Manhattan's role in the growth of dominates the local main line munications. Such shortcomings
laid the first track. by train. The American manufacturing from the network. Its monopoly expires at now threaten to distort, and
three-hour ride today passes. mile mid-nineteenth century-firstly, the end of'l 995. probably impose Iiimits on,
after mile, through the scene of an by providing financc. Hong Kong Intemational telephone traffic Guangdong's economic develop-
economic boom that is stupefying businesses eniplov 3 million in Hong Kong has grown by an ment.
in its visibility. This is one vast people in China, mostly in 2 
and dusty building-site where, as Guangdong. and that is probably
Paul Theroux has put it, twice the number they employ in ';
yesterday's paddy field is the territory. As well as invest- _iiz _ e b' =
tomorrow's high-rtse building. ment, Hong Kong also furnislhes a -'
and a thousand factories bloom. whole host of technical, legal. and IO ... I/,, I,, t I

China has. for the past fifteen managerial professionals that -ii
years, been that part of the world Robert Reich, President Bill - -

that has grown the fastest; the Clinton's labor secretary and a
area around the Pearl River delta former Harvard teacher. some-
has, in turn, been China's export what pompously calls "symbolic .,-

engine. Annual export growth in analysts"-those people in an
the delta has averaged more than economy who can be said to "add
20 percent. As a result, value" and who, in turn, demand
Guangdoig province, with one- high wages.
twentieth of China's people, It is these symbolic analysts
accounts for more than one- who fill the Gitangzhou train each
quarter of all the country's day that is, those who do not
exports. Real incomes, not long bump across the border in _
ago among the lowest per head in Mercedes. Either way, their annual average of 26 percent Innovation first
China, are now among the top passage is marked by the trills of since 1989. And in the past ten
handful of provinces. The output mobile telephones and the beeps years the proportion of total In the past couple of years so-
of Shenzhen, the Chinese city of pagers. A look at the use of intemational calls that go to China called "roaming" services have
closest to Hong Kong's border, is telecommunications between has leapt from 14 percent to 50 sprung up that allow subscribers
likely to grow by an extraordinary Hong Kong and its new industrial percent, amounting to about 1.4 to cellular phone or pager services
30 percent this year. hinterland in sottth China as far billion minutes a year a tenfold in Hong Kong to call Guangdong

Shenzhen 15 years ago. when as inadequate statistics alloxv increase. The statistics sadly do subscribers of similar services.
China began to open its economy, gives a helpful insight into the not distinguish between voice, and also to call home when in

was little more than a fishing growing interdependence of the fax, and data traffic. Andrew Guangdong. This is bound to be
village: it is now a city of 3 two economies. Harrington, Salomon Brothers's an area of explosive growth. The
million. It and the many ncwer Asian telecoms analyst, estimates leader in such roaming services is
towns that have sprung up since Telecommunications giant that fax traffic is twice as much as Hong Kong's ABC Communica-
provide the manufactured exports voice traffic to China, with data tions, which has 10,000 roaming
that fuel the boom. While most of Hong Kong's use of telecom- traffic holding up the rear. subscribers i up from none a year
thesc goods are shipped for export munications is among the highest Guangdong accounts for two- ago) out of a total of 120,000
through Hong Kong's port, that in the world. The 6 million- fifths of Hong Kong's telecom- subscribers in Hong Kong. In all.
colony's own economic role in strong territory has around 50 munications traffic to China, up there are. as far as anyone can
the region has changed markedly. main lines for every 100 people, from one-quarter in the mid- guess, about 50,000 to 100,000
Where once Hong Kong was itself on a par with Japan, Australia, or 1980s. "roamcrs," divided roughly
the source of cheap manufactured New' Zealand. In part because of For the past couple ot' years. equally between mobile phones
goods, much lower wages in its population density. Hong the desire for deeper integration and pagers. An admittedly
China have since displaced the Kong also has the second highest between Hong Kong and unscientific survey of Hong Kong
business. mobile phone use in the world, Guangdong has driven innova- businesses indicates that mobile

Hoiig Kong has become a and the highest use of pagers; tions in communication. Unfortu- continiued on pare *
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HONG KONG EitfsaIcnlgclMril
continuedfrom page 7

phones are used for communica-
tions by factory owners and senior ne sen inutil- O Thntate on inforationtechnology production

.izedcountries of East Asia. Japan,i: yXstWems Projf~ct launchedin 1:983 :fand use. In the 1970s a new strategy
managers, pagers by those at the o Taiwan Si a w designed to build a nationwide was created to bring about a second

sub-managerial level. The H g ic e inform and communications Industrial Revolution in knowledge-
-u numbers of roamers will grow the importance of in formation networkby the mid-1990s. The first intensive products and services. InInustlltecnoog;oecfderloedaepasso thipojetascomleedin 1981, the National Computer Board

|still further if the';CT2" fn0;1d Eai nltrorfurthe if te "CT" natinal srateg thatanticiated 991. ompute hardare fr the was created to guide the shift to an
systems that are now being aepidhn ew oies ne includes 80 main computes infonration-intensive "intelligent

set up in southern China cratd y heinoaitehnl- inalj oan island." Betweena 1981 and 1988,
(effectively, portable telephone ocomputer exports rose from US$40infomaton echoloy intiaive, mjordisrict an tons.Theproect Imillion to US$3.8 billion. Today,
booths that allow one to call out e c ud gv e in e a cmputeri ormaio Singapore is critical to high-tech
but not receive, which a pager can ing tenscience multirinationals.
anywav do more cheaply) are dev o t compu er, sei technology centers owned byanywayconducor, an telecmmunictions overnmnt-f tded reearchHONG KONG: Manufacturing as a
linked with their successful i B t I 9s thes ite share of Hong Kong GDP dropped
counterparts in Hong Kong. cts hbecome sgificat from 25 percent to 20 percent in the

Such systems require close producersinheglobal ;information TWA: <The HsEin C¢hu iScience decade 1982 to 1992. This markedSucb systemstehnloy ronmyePrkwasesabisedlno98saea Hong kong's transition from a center
cooperation across the border. A mof labor-tensive consumer goods
paging company in Hong Kong, JAPns"lea fromabroaA ouoTaipei,it manufacture to a high-tech tradingz
for instance, needs a partner, establishd in-198 t i- is home to 13,000 researhers from center. Hong Kong's information

cal -restructuring of provncial four of Taiwan's six national industry is two-tiered: a declining
invariably state-owned, in China, industrialbases I ri compaies. It als o electronics manufacturing base
If somebody is keen to reach a prfcue to alo c t o sts 150 companies, inost owhch where the assets, investment capital,

Hong Kong pager subscriber in ars ce " c ment enths managerial skills are being,
These arehigh-techindustrycities; of whose sales are fromcomputers,: C redeployed to the Chinese mainland;

China, he or she calls in to the t 4pui m i d telecomuni ns and a booming information services
Hong Kong paging company, the adjaetcs wt i ros Sin 1980 the aiwan market led by banks, trading houses,
message is sent via computer to of 20000 to 300 000. Theinvested US$500 and insurance companies involved in

China, and thenTskub sienebctylodted37tilioninahepark., The comnpanies international and gateway transac-China, and then broadcast by a miles northeast oflokyo has 46 of based there have an annual trover tions with China. Hong Kong has
relevant paging company in the the 98 n r of US$5 hillica. one of the world's largest fiber optic
mainland. has 11 r c l, and networks; this network has promoted

The vision then is of high-tech tilSthe adoption of information technol-The visin then i high-teh complees in th world, ecome a lobal hu for hig-valueboy usevbyservice sirms oflllttypes
cellular networks drawing China's
pool of labor, and Hong Kong's
pool of capital and expertise, ever indicate, only three-fifths of local "valuc-added network services" Prompter "just-in-time" delivery
closer. Yet such networks are calls were successfully com- such as bank credit card payment systems and higher tech manufac-
never going to be a replacement pleted, and only 31 percent of systems. LianTong, with a turing are two possible avenues.
to traditional mainline services, domestic long-distance calls. claimed $12 billion of investment, Data processing, which would
merely an attractive addition. Now academics at the National aims for 10 percent of China's mark a big shift toward a service-
One reason is that the cost of Research Centre for Science and long-distance traffic, and 30 oriented economy, is another. Foi
cellular communications is much Technology Development suggest percent of mobile phone traffic, instance, Hong Kong's major
higher than for fixed wires. that in southern China, circuits are by the end of the century. airline, Cathay Pacific, has
Another is that, at some stage of so congested that only one in six Yet given the past rate of already moved some of its data-
practically every call, each long-distance calls gets com- traffic growtli, such investment processing systems across the
cellular or similar communication pleted. Annual growth in China's may prove insufficient. The border. Commercial banks are
must go through an orthodox long-distance traffic, averaging 50 growth in traffic in southernl looking to do the same with their
fixed-wire network. And the percent between 1990-92 accord- China has clearly been spurred in back offices. Yet they all need
trouble is, China's own is close to ing to Salomon's Mr. Harrington, large part by the demands of the guarantee of an adequate
breaking point. Capacity has not has clearly added to an already commerce. Industrial develop- telecoms infrastructure. Since
increased as fast as call-volume congested network. ment requires the complex telecommunications investments
growth. China is no doubt aware of the coordination zf supplies, stocks, have been shown, by the World

problem, and has committed to bookkeeping, delivery, market Bank and others, to yield high
Overbusrdened system increasing its telecommunications research. and so on-all of which returns to the whole economy as

capacity. This year, the Ministry depend crucially upon telecoms well as to the investor (the Bank

It is an overburdened system of Electronic Industries (MEI), services. Now, as Guangdong has measured economic rates of
that probably explains a worrying more reformist than the hitherto becomes mor, prosperous, the return to the general economy of
fall-off in annual call-volume dominant MPT, announced an advantages of cheap wage labor between 20 percent and 40
growth between Hong Kong and MEI-backed consortium, are likely to be lost to poorer percent on telecoms investments),
China during the first half of this LianTong, that will build a rival regions. Investors are already China will need, sooner rather
year, to 21 percent from 31 to the existing long-distance complaining about Guangdong's than later, to address its major
percent a year earlier. (This, network, based on creaky high wage costs. bugbear, and invite foreign
despite an economy that will have networks that various government In turn, China's southern investment to help build its future
grown by 11.5 percent in 1994, ministries already boast. Another seaboard will need to offer other telecoms network.
against 13.4 percent in 1993.) In MEI-backed consortium is comparative advantages that carry |

1993, official Chinese statistics committed to building various with them higher "added value."
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Eastern Europe: Striving Toward the Information Age
by Edward G. Cza-necki

Edward G. Cczarecki is a senior consultant wilh tnrernational Techn0logy Consultonts, a busitness developmenit, strategicplanning, and
mzarket researchrfio. He is also editor--in-chief onthe Latir, American Telecom Report and an executive board mle7mtber rf'te Global
Telecommunications Society.

WASHINTGTON, D.C. Some telecommunications has beenL
60 percent of all jobs in Western biased toward urban areas because Fixed Telephone Line Densitq
Europe are directly or indirectly the infrastructure costs of connect- 60 Lines per o00 Inhabitants 50.15
dependent on telecommunications ing urban subscribers tends to be 504181 74
and information technologv-and lower than those of rural areas. 40
a greater number of jobs in urban There is a need for reliable 30 24.64 25.446
areas tend to be more telecoms- telecommuncations infrastructures 20 151 125 16.84 18.9
dependent than in small towns or and services throughout the 10
rural areas. Irhese trends have not region-rangina from "plain old 0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
gone unnoticed by business telephone service" to advanced = -S 42 > .5 ul

leaders and regulators in Eastern "premium" business services. e v., r
Europe. Production, distribution, Much of the region lacks the high- X X m
and marketing of goods and speed telephone lines and equip- Tj-wrnncnn _ Sec-ncolg coanmw, (1994)

services all dependl heavily on ment needed for basic business
efficient and reliable telecommiiu- services, video conferenicing or Wireless services a way to "leap frog" existing
nications services. Telecommuni- data or video transmission. Much generations of technology and
cations is undeniably a resource of the region also maintains Wireless communications accelerate the growth of their
that enables innovation and equipment and service standards have become one of the most telecoms infrastructures. At
economic growth. that impede the establishment of discussed topics over the past present, cellular phones comple-

In recognition of the central connections for advanced services. few years. Wireless communi- ment and even substitute for
role of this "infrastructure of Many foreign companies find cations cover a range of applica- traditional land-line systems in
infrastructures," regulators conducting business in Eastern tions, including cellular, paging, some regions. In the near future,
throughout Eastern Europe have Europe a challenge, but perhaps the and mobile radio- and each has fixed wireless (cellular-like) local
picked Up the pace of reformning most aggravating daily impediment enjoyed robust growth in access systems will enable rapid
and liberalizing their national to doing business is the underdevel- Eastern Europe. Urban markets, and affordable installation of
telecommunications sectors. It is oped state of most telephone the fastest growing initial telephone connections to much
in this environment of technical networks throughout the region- markets for wireless services, greater numbers of individuals
and regulatory change that the even in the largest urban areas. have been spurred by the than has ever been possible.
countries of Eastern and Central The wait to get a telephone realization that mobile eommu- Satellite system technology is
Europe are attempting to reach- installed in many locations is nications allow entrepreneurs also a ray of hope for regional
even surpass-the level of abysmally long (months or years), and small businesses to prosper. telecoimnunications. The use of
telecommunications development Cellular service is one satellites for routing domestic
in industrialized countries. East Europeon Cellular example of the scope of activity traffic has grown significantly in

The major urban areas of Services that has been undertaken. Eastern Europe. Satellites will
Eastern Europe enjoy telecommu- Bulgaria's analog cellular continue to provide essential
nications services thal are Bulgaria Mobifon, Mobitel service attracted 1,300 subscrib- international business services
generallv more reliable and Czech Republic Eurotel Prague ers in the first two months of and regional television coverage

abundan than hose fund in Croatia ItPTabundant than those found in Hungariy Westel, Wesel operation. The customer base of well into the future. A major
smaller towns and rural areas. 900. Pannon GSM Eurotel Prague grew from benefit of satellite video broad-
By and large, this is because the Poland Comertel 1 0,000 in November 1993 to casting will be the widespread
majority of the population and Romania Telefonica over 20.000 one year later. availability of direct access

niost businiess aci-Sivitv tend to be EuRotrania Hungary launched two GSM television-providing an addi-

clustered among a few large Slovenia Mobitel mobile telephone networks at tional medium for the exchange of

cities, such as Budapest, Krakow, the end of March 1994, and by ideas and concepts across diverse

Moscow, Praguc, or Warsaw. service quality is low, and custom- the end of 1996 services will be cultures. As more powerful

Politically, addressing the needs ized services are virtually nonexist- available throughout the satellites come into service, even

of the large. concentrated urban ent. Local enterprises have found cotutry. the smallest satellite antennas will

constituencies became a priority themselves unable to restructure be serviced. At the same time,
for the telecommunications and startups have been hindered in New services and technologies satellite dish prices continue to

ministries under the new demo- their efforts to expand because of drop dramatically. These trends

cratic governments of Eastern the unavailability of this key tool to Eastern European countries will enhance business and

Europe. Further, development of managing business. are viewing new technologies as continued on page 10 F
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EASTERN EUROPE R
continuedfrom page 9

resident usage of satellitc-based Data Processing: Economic Promise for
services. Dt rcsig cooictrm o

Very small aperture terminial Developing Country Cities
(VSAT) technology allowsj businesses and public entities

to enjoy the economic by Amos Gelb
advantages of modem digital Amos Gelb is on investigative producer with CNN in Washington, DC.

telecommunications without
having to develop an extensive
digital infrastructure. VSAT BRIDGETOWN. In the new saving center, the Caribbean tional telecommunications

dishes can be easily installed gigabyte world, data entry and facility has, a decade after carriers, which will ensure that

without connections to telephone data processing may prove to be a opening, turned into a profit Barbados remains competitive in

lines-thereby providing voice, cornerstone of future economic center. AMR recently opened a an industry that brings in about

fax, and data services in locations growth for many developing second facility in Santo Domingo US$30 million in foreign ex-

where the telephone inrastructure country cities, in the same way in the Dominican Republic. change earnings annually. "In the

is underdeveloped. For these manufacturing was 30 years ago short term, this industry is very

reasons, VSAT technology has for Japan and Taiwan. As the Growth industry important to Barbados. In the

been a growing phenomenon volume of data has grown from a long term, anything is possible,

among the region's banks, trickle into an ocean, so data Currently, there are no exact but we are in the information

brokerage houses, stock ex- processing has become a growth numbers on hLow much the data- technology area to stay," says

changes, energy companies, industry; one increasingly the processing industry has grown Humphrey.

retailers, and hotel chains. domain of developing country over the last decade, partly

VSATs are bringing applications cities like Bridgetown, Manila, because this is backroom work- The revolution

to Eastem Europe such as and Bombay. that part of the corporate world

distance learning (or educational The main attraction of offshore that rarely receives statistical Before that happens, data

television), videoconferencing, processing is cost, and the attention. Feketekuty estimates it processing is likely to undergo a

and business television. incentives for companies are amounts to billions of US dollars revolution. The new technology

Newly emerging technologies, compelling. In 1983, Fort Worth, a year; another estimate puts will increase efficiency, greatly

such as the so-called personal Texas-based AMR, the parent growth at 18 percent a year. The eliminating the need for human

communications devices-show company of American Airlines, Philippines, nurturing a nascent data entry, thus reducing the cost

much promise in revolutionizing was looking to cut costs at its computer induistry, estimates that of data entry; this should encour-

the way in which people will use flight information processing its entire softvare export busi- age more companies to put their

telephone networks. Personal center. Bob Gaines, who heads ness, including basic program- information on line. However,

communications devices will AMR's data-processing operation, ming and dat.L entry, grew over workers will still be needed to

incorporate wireless access to a says the decision to move to 400 percent toi US$36 million ensure quality control and
vast array of telecoms services- Bridgetown, Barbados, was based between 1989 and 1991. undertake more sophisticated
voice, data, and video. Some on cost: the Caribbean wage of A major advantage of data- managerial functions.
devices will be similar to the US$3.65 an hour is half the processing in cities like Feketekuty addresses concems
hand-held cellular telephone; American wage. As Geza Bridgetown is that workers are about unfair competition for data-
others will be portable computer- Feketekuty, senior policy advisor eager for these steady jobs. Plant processing jobs in developed
like devices that will allow the to the U.S. Trade Representative's manager Vancourt Rouse, director nations, ands concludes: "there is
business user to take the elec- Office, points out, "Data process- of the CDS Biidgetown operation, going to be enough for every-
tronic office on the road. ing is an area that was never boasts about his workers' dedica- body. If the amount of informa-

Telecommunications is good subject to tariffs even before the tion and a wafcr- thin 1 percent tion on line has already grown
for business and good for recent round of trade agree- turnover rate. Rouse says the from a trickle into an ocean, it is
people-it enhances both ments." success of the facility has going to become a much bigger
economy and democracy. The For AMR, reorganizing its improved morale which has paid ocean." The hope for developing
consolidation of democratic and flight information processing dividends: the CDS operation has country cities is that they can
market economy reforms depends system has delivered other evolved to market its services to mature from data-processing
in large part on continued unexpected rewards. AMR's other industries, offcring a range functions to simple programming
improvements in the region's 1,100-person Caribbean Data of services including insurance and eventually to more sophisti-
telecommunications infrastructure Servidtb (CDS) facility in claim and credit card processing. cated roles in the information
and services. Without sufficient Bridgetown has a stable and Barbados is hoping to build on world. Although data processing
(and affordable) communications educated workforce and a core of the success of CDS and 20 other is offering new economic hope to
links, trade, investment, economic people who are careful with their similar foreign operations. Errol countries left out of the informa-
growth, and even the daily work. As a result, CDS is Humphrey of the Barbados tion revolution, it also offers these
discourse of a democratic form of currently the largest nongovern- Investment and Development cities an opportunitv to evolve
government in the information mental employer on the island, Corporation points to the installa- from being processors of informa-
age becomes difficult if not paying the salaries of over 1 tion of a state-of-the-art fiber tion to becoming creators of
impossible. percent of the population. optic network in Bridgetown, and information.

H Although intended as a cost- local cooperation with intema- EI
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Information: Correcting the Educational Imbalance
in Soutlh Africa
by Tim Cohen 

Timn Co/zeo is t[le political correspoodent Jor Business Day in Johannesburg, Sorttli Africa.

JOHAANNESBtJRG. South existing in the education sector. school, only 50 move on to disadvantaged people of the
Africa's general elcction on April The idea is not new, but the scalc secondary school, and only 10 Eastern Transvaal do not have
27. 1994, was an event so of the project could set it apart. In of these eventually gain univer- their own university or technikon.
cataclysmic that it touched every association with a banking group sity entrance. "if we are to redress this historical
facet of a society at war with itself that currently uses satellite televi- imbalance, it is essential that we
for decades. No person was left sion broadcasts to communicate How the electronic classroom urgently provide appropriate
tnmoved, no sector left unaf- with its staff the government plans works higher learning facilities for the
fected: not least that of inforna- to provide an education channel for people of this area."
tion technology. a large number of schools and The electronic classroom Participants in the pilot project

For the new government, learning centers. Usinig an existing operates through learning are already planning extensions to
perverse as it may seem, the satellite network, a live education sessions that originate in a the project to equip the centers
inequalities that have character- channel is also planned. The aim is broadcast studio specifically with a personal computer, a
ized South African society have to provide all aspects of education equipped for distance learning modem, CD-ROM, and electronic
paradoxically created some from basic literacy and numeracy with video, voice, data transmis- mail facilities, which can be
opportunities, at least in certain through to university degrees and sion, and storage capabilities. connected to the central facility's

Encoded broadcast signals are computer for computer-based
sent through a satellite network training, as well as to the Internet,
to learning centers across the and other electronic media that
country, in which people or are designed to assist in learning
groups can listen, see, partici- environments.
pate, respond, and learn. Each
of the learning centers will have Benefits and problems

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~a decoder, a television, a VCR,
and a telephone as well as The key benefit of distance

_ L-F, - , - , seating facilites. A trained Icarming is its ability to cut costs,
facilitator at each learning center while overcoming the obvious
will ensure that the right group constraints of having to provide
dynamics and mechanics are in large numbers of top-class
place so that the pupils will teachers to even greater numbers
benefit the most; the interactive of students. South Africa shares
aspect to the enterprise is the some problems with other

A satellite netzoru- i/7 South Africa wi/i incorporation of telephones in countries such as Singapore,
allovAr onl eeliicatiooo Uhaonel to he the learning centers so that Malaysia, and India that have
dev etloped Tthe cholunel tr ill beam pupils can ask questions of their successfully used satellite-

_ 7 { o77/~~~~~~~(arres toac on in(R- 17,51K 7, /t earlriurrg 
core; s 71 'tin iolt the corrle.lm instructors. To support the transmitted distance education-_ _ classroom activities. participants with supportive multimedia

will receive pre-broadcast work technologies. These are illiteracy,
areas. With a ready-made accredited management courses. as well as post-broadcast work lack of skills, a widely dispersed
infrastructure, the task at hand of The scale of the project is huge. in learning guides designed for population. and lack of money
extending educational facilities and organizers claim that once fully the course. among people who want to learn
and opportunities to the whole operational, it will become the and who don't have access to
populaLion will be made easier world's largest-currently 1,500 Pilot project in the Eastern quality education and training.
since at least apartheid had learning centers are providing Transvaal province
created a framework on which to services. Its size, however, reflects Public and private sector
build. the desperate education and A pilot project will be cooperation

training needs of the country. launched in the Eastern
Satellite education project Decades of underfunded educationi Transvaal province in 1995 and The fact that the project

for blacks have taken their toll, and will be aimed at providing effectively takes over and extends
The government intends to some 46 percent of South Africa's educational facilities for an existing private sector network

launch a project to use existing adult population is currently students of technical subjects. is significant. The private sector
information technology to redress functionally illiterate. Of every The province's premier, in South Africa is keen to
the inequalities and backlogs I Ott black children entering primary MVatthew Phosa, says that the coaittilued anz page 120
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SOUTH AFRICA *AIiIIl
continued from page 11

demonsrateits commitmennt to Information and the City: Circa 2025
the governmnent's Reconstruction
and Development Project. After

years of being rightly or by Coln South
- wrongly perceived as Colin South is the head of systems research at British Telecom Laboratories where he looks atfuture

associated with apartheid technologies that may affect communications withan a ten to twentv year timeframe.

rule, the private sector needs
to convince the new govern- IPSWICH. Any attempt to by the year 2006 it will be down in knowledge, computers will

ment that its heart is in the right forecast a future influenced by to $1,500 and affordable as a initiate research, requesting or

place. growth in knowledge, and its general purpose computer in most conducting experiments where

The project therefore includes derivative technology, must come homes. Following the "factor of necessary. Eventually there will

a public relations component. It to terms with exponential chanige. ten every six vears" law, around be vast pools of knowledge that

also provides concrete opportuni- It is almost a fundamental that the year 203(0 super computers only they can understand and use.

ties for the private sector. Ac- knowledge earns compound would have tide processing power Education, as carried out in

cording to Africa Growth Net- interest: the more we know, the to match that of the human brain. traditional schools will be

work Managing Director Ronnie more we are able to know. The Similar technologies enhanc- obsolete, replaced by virtual

Phillips, "satellites put the interest rate that mankind is able ing communication networks equivalents, delivered by comput-

powerful medium of television at to secure on technological growth follow an exponential law. ers, and available to all. Teachers

the disposal of both ordinary varies with each technological Optical fibers, which make up the will resume their ancient role of

people and companies wanting to field and can be influenced by the backbone of modern networks, mentor. As control of many of

educate their staff about new financial return that development have a transmission bandwidth of the functions of society and

products, new corporate direc- brings. The more competitors in 60THz. Our capability to exploit business fall to intelligent

tives, and other developments." the market, the quicker the this enormous resource is growing computers, so finance and wealth

When the network was used by development, the lower the price, exponentially, from the current .5 will be conducted differently.

certain banks, Phillips said that it until only the fittest are able to percent to 20 percent by the year The stock market in its current

was found to be ideal for fast, survive. 2010. NTT in Japan has stated form will no longer exist, as super

direct communication with Information technologies that by the year 2015 their computers will be able to compete

regional managers, sales staff, and destined to alter urban society network will be end-to-end fiber, and negotiate prices directly with

other employees as well as with include both processors of and, to survive, other industrial- each other. Company structures

customers, prospective customers, information (computers) and ized nations will have to follow will be radically altered, many

and special audiences. The main communication networks. If we their lead. Cyberspace will be a existing only in eyberspace, and

benefit was the versatility of the measure the ntunber of instruc- reality. their managemenit operations

medium, which could be imple- tions a computer can execute per The impact on mankind of controlled entirely by computer

mented to suit each particular second, per dollar we see an cyberspace will be staggering. processes. These companies will

application. "In today's fast- increase by a factor of ten every Computers will make better employ "knowledge" workers

moving world. it is essential to six or seven years. Buy a Silicon decisions than humans, having who will share their time at many

have facilities to reach people Graphics "Indy" machine today instant access to all knowledge companies. Manufacturing of

quickly and efficiently and for $150,000 (typical of the type via the world's databases, and physical products will be a

interactively," according to used for the graphics in Jurassic having enough storage and process carried out in factories

Phillips. By adapting the network Park) and by the year 2000 the processing capability to use it manned only by robots. By 2025,

for educational purposes, students same machine will cost $15,000; effectively. Where there are gaps continued on page 130'

will see and hear the same --

message simultaneously. This
will save travel costs, teachers'
salary costs, and ensure a degee of
standardization.

Satellite education is not new, 
but its application in South Africa
demonstrates how information
technology can be applied to
address development issues by
increasing access to education,
and by improving and iaintain-
ing educational standards. 1
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FUTURE TRENDS !i"D
continued from page 12

people will travel on "smart" D A
roads where cars wii he driven Radio: Gateway to the Information
automatically to control conges-
tion. New public ltansport Revolution
systems based on linear motors
and magnetic levitation will be b1y Bruce (Gerat d 1i
used. Bruce Gerartd is the editor of'A Passion for Radio: Radio Waves and Community, puiblished by Black

How will this affect the life of Rose Books, 1992. He is currentlv a project coordinator at AMARC's heod office in Montreali, anwd has

the cities? Formed around the worked wvith community radio projects and computer communuications projects in Latinz America, .7orth
need to trade, citics have, in Amiierica, Eiuiope. and Aftrica.

general, also grown exponentially
along with the world's population.
While cities varv in terrns of size, QUITO. Recenit developments ants, in developing countries the with 20 percent of the world's
there are similar patterns to their in communications technologies ratio drops to 39 per I .000 -one population, have three quarters of
development. City centers, offer the possibility of increased television receiver for every 25 the world's telephone lines; and
originally the place of commerce, distribution of speciali7ed news and people. Print media arc re- five news agencies control
have expanded, pushing up land information to community radio stricted by medium to high over 90 percent of international
prices, consuming surrounding stations in Latin America. The illitera-v rates and by distribu- news flows.
living space, and forcing inhabit- Sound Bytes Project, initiated by tion systems designed only to For Latin America and the rest
ants to the periphery, forming the World Association of Commu- reach urban populations with of the Third World this means
sprawling conurbations. The nity Radio Broadcasters (AMARC) disposable incomes. ITowever, that regional and global issues are
retail trade has followed its and Ecuador's Centro de Educacion the nulmiber of radio receivers in often interpreted from the
customers to suburbia, creating Popular (CEDEP), and funded in developing countries is 160 per perspective of the Northern news
rctail parks and shopping malls. part by the Canadian Bureau for 1,000- one for every six media, rarely from the perspective
City centers come alive around Intemational Education, seeks to inhabitants. of local environmentalists,
dawn as commutcrs pour in along take advantage of these technologi- indigenous peoples, women,
aerial routes from cars, trains, and cal developments to link intema- Information favors de eloped peasants, and urban workers. The
buses into their offices, to work tional news services with radio, the countries only solution in the long term
primarily in the manipulation and predominant mass medium in Latin involves eliminating disparities in
processing of infornation. A America. Just as the introduction of the ability to access technology.
reverse migration takes place in The project's rationale is based increased finanicial resources In the short termn, such strategies
the evening, leaving the center a on the assumption that Latin
ghostly place. As knowledge America's escape from its "infor-
workers in cyberspace will no mation-poor" status will occur less
longer need to move physically, a from increased direct access to
vacuum will form in the city information technology and far
centre. more from increased access to

The concentration of increas- information. The project will
ing numbers of people into cities idcntify ways for radio to provide a 1 . iIh
has been a tyuodein phenomiena. "people's interface" to new
We can expect significant social communications technologies, thus
strains as the stresses and tensions strengthening democratic tenden-
of overcrowding emerge. By cies and encouraging pluralism in inevitably results in greater will have to concentrate on
2025, the world's population will Latin America. disparities between rich and making the information available
increase from its current 5.5 poor, increased access to in a form that is meantngfol and
billion to 8.5 billion, with the Why radio? infonnation dramatically favors accessible to the whole popula-
majority increase in the develop- those who already have informa- tion.
ing countries. One trend may be Radio has been chosen because tion and the technology to The Sound Byte Project will
the increase in the number of of its prominent position in Latin facilitate access to it. contribute to this goal by develop-
smaller rural communities in what American society, particularly The statistics are self- ing ways in which Latin Ameri-
are now inhospitable parts of the among marginalized urban commu- explanatory: can communities can make use of
earth, which can be made habit- nities and in rural areas. Cornmu- ninety-five percent of all new information technologies. It
able by new developments in nity radio also has a special place computers are in the developed will do this by producing and
construction and building within Latin America culture as a nations; disseminating relevant, high-
materials. This breaking up of medium that is locally programmed the United States and the quality. and broadcast-ready
large social structures into smaller and controlled, and known for its CIS countries account for 15 infoirmation for inclusion in local
units with suitable space between independence and responsiveness percent of the world's popula- community radio programming.
them could offer one solution to to listeners. The statistics also tion and control more than 50 Planned activities include:
aid humanity's development into favor the use of radio. In devel- percent of the available geosta- . creating an inventory of on-
the next century, oped countries, an estimated 472 tionary orbit; line Spanish language news and

13 televisions exist per 1,000 inhabit- ten developed countries, uontinuted on? page 14
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ECUADOR -
continuedfrom page 13

informationi resources appropriate Jakarta, Indonesia:
for use by community radio
broadcasters;idsetntiyingappropriate Managing Information on the Urban

hardware and software Environnent
s packages for use by commu-

nity radio broadcasters by Nigel Edmead
wanting to access these

information resources; Nigel Edmead is a GIS specialist and environmental analyst wit/h PADCO. Inc., based in Jakarta, Indonesia.
designing methods for

producing information tailored to JAKARTA. Indonesia, in lished BAPEDAL, an environ- incorporating a variety of existing
the needs of the community radio common with many other mental protection agency. data sources and new techniques
stations; such information will developing countries, faces The Spatial Use Management such as multi media and video.
be distributed by electronic increasing social and environmen- Act requires that data procure- This will ensurc that data, and in
networks. This will include a tal impacts that result from rapid ment and usc. including maps, particular geo-information,
variety of formats including news urbanization and economic statistics, and data analysis become more accessible to a
and commentaries; growth. In the city of Jakarta, for become integral to the develop- wider nontechnical audience.

* developing techniques and example, annual population ment planning process at the The functionality of GIS,
formats for distributing and growth rates averaged 2.4 percent national, regional, and local however, relies on the quality of
broadcasting digitalized informa- between 1980 and 1990. The levels. However, the maintenance data available, which in most
tion; urban fringe area of Jakarta, and analysis of data require the developing countries is redundant

* testing these techniques and known as BOTABEK, is the most use of appropriate management or inaccurate. Although GIS is
formats with actual broadcasters rapidly urbanizing region of the information tools, such as the widely used in Indonesia,
and information suppliers; and country, with recorded growth Geographic Information System effective and efficient methods of

* producing two information rates for the same period at an (GIS), which imanages and data collection have yet to be
kits or manuals on computer even higher level of 5.8 percent manipulates geographic informa- systematically established, and
communications and community overall, and some areas are tion and is used increasingly in the techniques required to use GIS
radio- one for use by radio growing at 15 percent per annum. Indonesia. Current estimates put have not achieved full integration
stations and the other by informa- One very visible impact of the number of GIS sites at over within the planning process. The
tion suppliers, incluiding Latin urban development in the Jakarta 100 nationwide, including true value of GIS can only be
America's dozens of specialized region is environmental degrada- universities, private companies, realized through its successful
and alternative news agencies. tion. Such impacts include: and government ministries. integration within established

- the degradation of coastal The proliferation of GIS is institutional frameworks.
Solutions waters and coral reefs, for explained by its unique ability to In order to successfully apply

example, the Pulau Seribu area;
While the Intenet and other aquifer depletion due to

electronic communication excessive ground water extraction 
systems are increasing access to and consequent salt water
greater amounts of information, intrusion;
they are also contributing to a P severe river and canal
greater disparity between the pollution;
icnfonrmation-rich and the infonna- inadequate drainage; and
tion-poor. To prevent this 1 poor air quality.
situation from worsening in the To address these impacts, the
developing world, a global goverenment of Indonesia has
strategy must be implemented developed legislation requirini assimilate data from widely GIs to improve the urbanii
immediately-one that will aim at sectorally integrated urban and diveragent soucesm to analyze environent, the technology must
reducing the disparity by supple- regional development. The Basic trends over time and to spatially migrate from being a purely data
imenting strengths and reducing Provisions for the Management of evaluate potential environmental collection and analytical tool,
weaknesses. Most strategies have the Environment Act of 1982 and impacts causedi by development, confined to the use of technicians
concentrated oni the latter by the Spatial Use Management Act Such advances in information and scientists, to one that effec-
building more hardware and of 1992 mandated that manage- technology have provided the tively coimmunicates infonnation
network capacity in the develop- ment of the diverse natural government with the means to that can be used easily by
ing world. The Sound Bytes resources of the land, sea, and air address the requiremnents of the policymakers with an interest in
Project, however, attempts to do be undertaken in a coordinated Spatial Use Management Act, national development strategies.
the formner by using Latin and integrated fashion to ensure As the techniology becomes Over time, GIS should be able to
Amnerica's existing radio stations sustainable development. To widely adopted in Indonesia, there contribute to substantive impr-ove-
as a powerful and user-friendly further promote this policy, the are signs that its role is gradually ments in the policy development
interface to modem communica- Indonesian government in 1986 changing from that of data and implementation process,
tions technologies. introduced environmental impact collection and analysis to one positively affecting the quality of

13 assessments and in 1990 estab- which promotes visualization, life of urban inhabitants. fl
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If1,~~ ---------------------------------
Manuel Castells:
Informaotion Technology, Cities, and Development
Manrel Castells is professor of City and Regional Platnning, UJniversity (f Calijanria at Ber;keley, and author oflThe Informational City.
Information Technology. Economic Restructuring. and thc tUrban-Rcgional Process (Oxford: Black1well, 1989).

BERKELEY. The last two nodal megacities to become impoverished. Thus an adequate but of education at large.
decades of the twentieth century interconnected on a global scale, infrastructure of telecommunica- Finally, mctropolitan regions
will be remembere d as the era brought together in an increasingly tions, transportation. and must cope with the increasing
when a new socio-technical interdepeiident economiiic system informationi systems is a niust social stress caused by the new
paradigm based on information and information network. Together for cities to exist in the system, system. Indeed, the process of
technologies was formed. As with their functional hinterlands, and to compete and cooperate as globalization is selective. and
with the industrial revolution, this these globally connected mega- wealth creators for their territo- highly exclusionary. Large
new paradigm has transformed cities will shape the fiuture of ries. C ities also need to enhance segments of the local population
the material basis of hunian humankind in the twenty-first their intbimational capacity, could be left out, as producers
activity and social organization: century. Such areas, or nodal namely their ability to operate in and consumers, from the system.
cities and regions around the metropolitan regions. will increas- the new technological paradigm. Most major metropolitan regions
world are being restructured by ingly become key political actors in They must be able to produce, in the world will not lack devel-
the combined effect of unprec- the new global economy. managc, trade, and live in the opment opportunities: the Asian
edented technological change and National governments are under nexw system. Pacific countries and most of
economic globalization. pressure to preserve their legiti- The role of infornatiofnal Latin America are well-engaged

The effects of information macy in the new techno-economic technology in the new system is in a process of rapid industrializa-
technology on cities, however, are system. They are increasingly not unlike that of electricity in tion and development, and are
less obvious than what pop powerless to control global flows -

futurologists usually predict. For of capital, commodities, and
instance, several studies (includ- information on which economies

ing Mitchell Moss's research of and societies are based. Yet they,
New York City) contradict the are too rigid and too dependent on

image of a disappearing central a variety of constituencies to

business disftict due to the negotiate and act quick-ly in a
potential of telecommnnunicationis, global system of relenitlessly
What Saskia Sassen has shown in x ariable geonmetry. Oni the other
her study on global cities (focus- hand, regional/metropolitan
ing on New York, Tokyo, and governments, while mastering less .l
London) is that the global reach powcr and rcsources than national
of telecommunications and governments, are more flexible and
infomiation systems will feature potentially dynamic in their The n i1arcitieai technology

"directional centers" in nodal adaptation to the demands of the d evelopnient of acegacities thet +rdl

cities that will operate on a global world market. When a world becoine kev playevs inr the neiv global

scale. The centers will be able to economy is being formed, metro- ecoizomnic systsreni.
concentrate on person-to-person politan governments will be better
micro-networks. Indeed, what we suited than highler levels of the state the industrial economy. Yet the increasingly interdependent with
are seeing at the global level is to provide the interface between capacity to operate in the global markets and global
rapid urbanization and spatial people in their local and global informational paradigm goes circulation of information. Other
agglomeration on an unprec- flows of wealth and power. beyond installing and using areas may follow a similar path in
edented scale. Cities' strategies for develop- computers. It depends, first of the coming years. But we are also

Notwithstanding the Southern ment in the new global system must all, on the quality of labor. witnessing an uprooting of rural
California model of ex-urban emphasize three major issues: their Education. in the broadest populations and a rise in urban
sprawl, what characterizes most connectivity, their informiiationial sense, becomes the most marginality. Unless governinents
of the world at the end of the capacity, and their ability to strategic investment for metro- and societies of metropolitan
millennium is the acceleration of manage social integration. Since politan regions, and not just regions design programs and
the urbanization process. This the dominant functions of our investment in engineers and build institutions to redistribute
urbanization is dominated hy economic system operate increas- computer scientists, but in the wealth and enstire community
some gigantic spatial units of ingly on a global scale (even if the simplification of infor-mation- building. the developmental
megacities, which are the engines majority of economic activity does based machines. What really dynamism generated by
of growth, development, and not) cities that are switched-off nmatters is the ability to generate ulobalization and information
innovation in countries and from the system of global ex- knowledge and to process technology will doom the promise
continents. What information changes will be increasingly information, this is not a of human enhancement. ushering
technology allows is for such marginalized, and ultimately function of computer literacy, in a dark urban age. B
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b Paul A R Berei

0tPaul Berczeller is a freelance writer specalizing in African ffair He recently returned from an assignment in the, Central Afriican Republic
*for arper's , where he inter i ed t eform er emeor,Jea B d B assa He is current ly w it i ga ot E quatorial G uinea.
fEditor' si NotSe.Paul Berceller ni t; has been hurs since'vesen waving labandera ofEquatorial 0 doesn't, know if she has died or
:recently returned to New York City anyone. hear steps. Three young Guinea. Thkeir country, likeall recovered. He keeps thinking
after a seven-monthecuswn in men, hunters,appearoutofthe forest. othcr They drink their beeSrs and0 they about the time he has missed thee
Equatorial Guineal. T t rs e d a o a l githe moment to cprogram. One tine, in all those
The UrbanAgaed h to e village; t into t Cs de la * months! But could that have been
down s Th only tl s arein Bata the time his family sent hih
meaning of "inoan in a b nc ao from the seior and Malabo. In a countof 389,000, another message about his mother?
country s like men o the village. We a you there are 2,O0Cp Who can He gives me a letter for his family.
"cyberspace and "Xvirtualreaity" 0fibin?" one asks. "New York,"I say. ;affordatelephone? Those in thef f :The quickest, surest way to contact
do notexist.0 We are pleased to Theylookat oneE ano+ther.Theoldest0 ruli0ngclan,diplomats and aid hiim, he says, is for them to send
present his recollections, motions.00XC0 f for a young boy to. j btiring me workers, Lebanese store owners, the him another message through

an og As:.f he:1:X?0:::D hands0 \ itshtot me, X ;government. Sometime.s luck-a Radio Exterior. But what will
MALABO. Landinh ier: ter marries a European,i a happen if he misses another

the capital, my 0Guiean t " k ael Jmakes good abroad, broadcast?
gives me his telephone nme. * mothertwho unexpectedly wins a
few days later I realize that I have L t r t ee de positni the goverronent or with an Radio Congossa, they call it.
lost the slip with his nubr I fotervenes. But luck, The network that ties all Guineans
walk o the telephnle n change direction . together, in a cocoon of shared
(there is no phone wtothe in d t -te pats are Let'ssayu're lucky enough to get experience, an overload of
living), wake the dozing recpt a. The crsra isi a : telei You put it on a table comnmunication in a country
ist, and ask herto look it up fo m mak a shapedsicktin prmnentlplaced in your living without computers, telephones,
"Look it up?" "Yes, you knw in, h gu o n a l. It shimmers with prestige. reliable roads, or postal service.
the telephone book." "rTlf deni o Y fiandfiends come to visit No matter how fast 1 travel,
book?" "he lis of phn ordrcin nyu eun o o,adalayody talks or thinks news of me and my motorcycle
nunmb"ers." "There is n eett isyourphone.' Sorneare seems to travel faster. Everyone
says and puts her head back d know ec wher oh men are, j us papsthey wish you bad. knows who I am in every corner of
on the counter. She epasthat II basdoowfrt latves on Their wsheome te. Maybe the country. They have heard the
don't needn my fiend's shippens and you can't, jokes about me, the suspicions,
number. "You will bumito * * * afr it aymre. The phone stays they know nIotonly my friends but
hi m.." I walk out of thet E d a 5 . the brs, wr -tu its line is dead, my enemnies as well. One day I fall
office, amazed at her reply. Tree th tsh ths th s treste perhasfoever. It remains there: a off the bike 20 km outside of Bata.
steps later, I h ach, a sign of hope. 13Bythe time I have dusted myself
namec. It is my fred'oetewrs:"unsTre,*"Off, fixed the problem with the

It turns ourthrisatlpoe GieEuaril."Istediy In the mid of the Atlantic front wheel anid arrived at my
book, after all.'Itis orga, 600 km firom tle rest of the destination IO km away; a message
alphabetically-b fis ae t Epn.Pol ise eas hy cutyhr isa Ilost desert island from a friend in Bata is waiting for
was published in 1985 for the first want to hear the truth. They listen named Annobon. It looms above the me. She has heard about my fall
and lttiebeasitiasintathyaent copwae,sldIdl lonely, dark anid is worried about me.

alone;: i thei wold someon speaks to0;00 and; snt th elcoming,under the hot sky. When I returned, I asked her
In a town called Niefag, ona t fromthe ousi ery one: in Theris a to-way radio at the how she knev. :

dirt road that leads intote inior, a wilte g nmen gt a at i It is for the use of the "Radio Congossa knows
an old man sits al inahi n t broadcst- solieandhislaid's governor everything," she laughed.
His glasses are,made fromn chicken statementbytheopposi, te only.T priests one from Buenos
wire, scavenged from a faied e f anin t j ires, the othr fro hedeepest, In Equatorial Guinea, there are
developmentproject. His prized teignloaim people . ms austere Caistitia- live on:the no secrets and no certainties.
possession is a pencil stub.H s awysdsoe lae hr h
the town's postmnaster. He hsnt jmigdentwr.Te a'

:s t

bee i ssion the time, but live wihu it.
stl ecomes to work.H a
lovedl th pslt officae. evrnfoethrTemaioalTV(nechnnl

cubbyholes lining his office walls kisng Iii movies, news ofwed flower he pris
were is thfedt mail, beack durinowshowsain,North Korea),gcarries

-on my fotoryle lost rhe oneffrhCasee te fw at taiio happensr. But 
m isfly blindly over chef, to th ofeig has sges senotoseimnoverext t thebwdeehes everybodykl
and downal intolasmalld around epy Stspanaithatohis manEvaryonefeksbaboutathcother.

Ithe roadiusedtoh rbe.y Thsebiaoen andiram hattte).Lckil,tt tefs wlyas bt, o ther otsid e wo muchitirnee
landedon my leit is gngd entr t arcel ona, never hears anything again. He 00Paul A-.R. Berezeller (1995)
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Information Technology as a Management Tool:
Bulawayo's Experience
by Mike M. NdVibiwt a

Mike Ndubiwa is iurrentlY the town clerk/ for the Chity f Bulawayo, Zimbabwve. He is the chairinan o f thle Steering Connnittee of the Municipal
DevelopmJenit Pirof,qramnmae for Smmb-Saharon Africa. He is also vice-chairnman (of thie international Cofncilfhr Local Environmental Iinitiotives
and serves on varinots local aizd IjfentlatiOtllI boards o urb r han7 aazd environiment organizations.

As a city in a developing tion requirements. The result was different council departments. changes require computer

country. Bulawayo is having to an information systems report Financial management reports programming knowledge to

address the scarcity of its re- which recommended the computer- are centrally produced through realize maximum effect. Also

sources-in this case information ization of council services to be the Wang, which runs processes used are typewriters, duplicating

technology. In order to redress implemented subject to the in batches. Batch processing, machines, photocopiers. printing

the balance, efforts are being availability of funds. Cuirrently, the however, does not lend itself to and decollating equipment. and

made to use city residents as a city owns and operates a Wang the production of specialized fax machines.

resource for channelling informa- mini computer and there are reports, as changes in programs 3
tion and getting them to work number of personal computers in tend to be slow. Furthermore,

together with local officals to

promote the city's development.
Meetings at thr; ward and

citywide level conltinue to play an On Interview with J. T. Maliga Maqor of Bulawaqo
important roe in promotig --------------------------
communication between the Councillor J. T Malinga ivas re-elected to serve a second term as mayor in .4ugust 1994. He is 0

c a c Also, a the past chairman of the Disabled Peoples' International; secretary of the Pan-African
council and its citizens. Federation of the Disabled; a memtber of the Zimhabwve Disablilty Board; a U.N. panelist on

number of citizen forums, such as the Equalization oJ Opportunities to Disabled People Board, and the vice-chairman of the

the Bulawayo Environniental Bulawayo Province of the 7imbahwe A4rican National UJnion Patr iotic Fi-ont.

Forum, the Matabelelanld

Zambezi Water Trust, and the UA: WYhat is the level of informa- of council services with their bills. is not adequately supportive of the
Greater Bulawayo Development tion technology used fir the Newspapers are also used to rapid development of the city. A

Committee are in the process of managenmenrt of Bulawavo? publicize the council's initiatives, as case in point is the impossibility of
are interviews with council determining what land is

being set up. These efforts at Malinga:The level of infonmation members on national radio and available for development

promoting dialogue betweene the technology used in the management television. The council also throughout the city. A computer

council and its citizens will of Bulawayo is reasonable for a city publishes MEasiye Pamnbili-Let Us database dctermining land
supplement regular initiatives in a developing country with a less Go Forwvard Togedtier, a quarterly ownership and current conditions

sophisticated community and little in English and Ndebele that is would greatly help the search for
such as press statements, media information technology equipment. delivered free to householders and land available for development.

briefings, and advertisements. Internal council communications community organizations. This would also facilitate decision

The council often makes its such as financial management making on the future use of such
management and counicillors reports are computer-processed, but UA: How is the uise of infor mation land.

availabe fr ragendae and minutes of council technology affecting the develop-
available for radio and television meetings are typed and often have to ment of the city of Bulawayo? UA: How much of a priority is
shows to inform the public and be redone many times, delaying infornation technology in relation
clarify its position on certain communication of the council's Malinga: Delays in communicating to other priorities /or the success-
issues. Communication of decisions to relevant target groups. with target groups have a negative ful management of Bulawayo? Do

The availablility of the fax machine effect on the development of the you have a long-term strategy an,d
council decisions and manaage- has made possible the receipt and city. While public meetings have or policy for information technol-

ment issues with groups outside transmission of ideas between the had a positive effect on promoting ogy application for Bulawayo?
the citv has also been improved mDuncipality and extermal bodies. communicatiotis between the

by the use of facsimile. In Communication of the council's council and the citizens, particularly Malinga:l believe that information
resolutions on urban issues is done in times of crisis, they take time and technology should be given top

addition, the city intends to verbally through mass meetings effort to organize. Timely dissemi- priority if Bulawayo is to be

redesign its in-house magazine to convened by resident associations; nation of information would successfully managed and
provide rnore regular issues and for example, this occurred in 1992 certainly be of help in the develop- developed. In that respect, a long-
timely dissernination of infortna- when there was a water supply ment of the city. terms strategy exists for the

shortage. In that instance, a televi- application of informationtion durin- this time of inereasin- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ apliatin f nfomaiolion durng this t me of icreasing sion series entitlcd Budaiva vo MiUlst UA: If tlte level of information technology at the council level: at

urbanization and povcerty. Live w as particularly effective in technology use is not great, how is this stage, the computerization of

In a bid to take advantage of persuading the citizens to save water. thlat affecting the city's develop- council proceedings.
impfovemnents in infoi-iiiation The council also communicates ment2

through notices displayed at
technology, Bulatwayo City municipal centers and/or through Malinga: As indicated above, the

Council contracted a consultancy communications sent to consumers level of infornation technology use

firn to assess the city's infonna-
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The Information Gap: Crisis or Opportunity?
In the "Round/able, " we present several questions to promi- Howard AnwarAl- Zrinjka
nent people on the topic being discussed in each issue. The Frederick Ghassani is a Perusko Culek

apurpose of the "Roundtable" is to create aforum for teaches global poet and is a researcherfi interchange and debate amongpeople with opposing communica- associate at the Institate
LlJ points of view. In this issue, we consider the theme "The tions at professor of for Develop-

Information Gap: Crisis or Opportunity." We have Emerson ' journalism ment and
expanded the format to include many voicesfront around the College, and new International
world. We were interested in finding out whether the informa- Boston, Massachusetts. His information and communi- Relations in Zagreb,
tion gap is a monolith or, as Howard Frederick observes, a book, Global Communica- cations technologies at the Croatia. Her present
force Jurther separating the developed and developing worlds. tion and International University of Costa Rica. He research interests are in the
What, if any, are the opportunities to be gainedfrom it, anci, if Relations (Wadsworth, is a member of PEN fields of media and democ-
so, how can developing countries benefit? Appropriately, this 1993) is a standard text in International and IAMCR. racy. She has participated
discussion was first conducted on the Internet-a perfect the field He is now writing and/or managed research
example of collaboration in cyberspace. a book on cyber-research projects related to interna-

and global inter-networking. tional communications, and
communication and cultural
policies.

UA: Will the information gap created by the revolution in FREDERICK: There is AL-GHASSANI: I would CULEK: Whether the
information technology be a crisis or an opportunity for indeed a crisis. Some nations argue that it is an opportunity. information revolution is a
developing country cities? still languish in the pte- Disparity between informa- crisis or an opportunitv will

electronic age, and even tion supply and demand is be determined in each
many sectors of developed permanent and needs individual social and urban
countries are pre-literate. permanent adjustment. context. The outcome will
Since power increasingly However, disparity between depend on the way in which
depends on access to information-rich and technology is applied in each
information, control of its information-poor is different; context, and the way in which
processing, and knowledge of its roots are economic and the technology forms part of
its application in decision- political which are not the culture.
making, whole nations and permanent problems. By
segments of civilization are incremental adjustment these
being left behind. disparities can be bridged.

UA: Who are the "information-poor," and what specifically FREDERICK: The CULEK: The information
can be done to bridge the gap between tlhem and the "infor- information-poor are those gap occurs between those
mation-rich"? who cannot read or type, do who have and do not have

not have access to computers, access to international
and cannot afford a book or a computer networks. In
newspaper. Decentralizing Croatia, access to the Internet
technologies such as - has been an opportunity;
computers, fax, radio, access to the "' net" affords
satellites, VCRs, and video greater visibility and
cameras would help democ- "K connectivity for developing
ratize information flows, and country researchers who
make top-to-bottom conunu- I oflen cannot attend intema-
nication easier. tional meetings.

UA: Do the developed countries have a social responsibility FREDERICK: Developing AL-GHASSANI: This is
to ensure universal access and responsible use of informa- country elites do not above all a moral responsibil-
tion technology to developing country cities? normally opt for social ity. Ideally, an institution to

responsibility. They are more recommend and coordinate r
interested in power and global technology policies-
profit. We now speak of the to create a global information
emergence of a third sector- infrastructure-should be set
civil society-that part of our up.
collective lives that is neither S w
market nor government but is <, T
so often inundated bv them.
Civil society is demanding
the right to communicate.

UA: Sociological observation would suggest that the notion FREDERICK: Different AL-GH.ASSANI: All
of technological determinism isfalse. How then will media have different technologies have certain
developing country cities be able to modify and adapt tendencies. The crucial factor deterministic effects on r
information to their own satisfaction? here is decentralization. New consciousness, productions,

decentralizing comrnunica- and culture: "You are what -_
tions technologies have you use." Developing
transformed citizens' country cities can modifv and
capacities to build coalitions adapt teclmnologies to promote
and networks, which has led decentralization of govern- 4,
to the creation of human ment, and to promote
rights movements and transition to direct
citizens' action organizations. democracry.
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Naren Chity Francois Sean 0 fUrsula llaier- Arnialdo Coro
directs the Fortier is a Siochrv isa Rabler is 341Xli, Antich teaches
Graduate Ph.D. consultant to V. assistantt at the School
International candidlate in ,. the Comnmis- professor at of Journalism r elt
Conimunica- political v sion of 'the the Depart- at the
tions Progranm i ' 2science at European mnent of Universityr of
ut Aacquarie York Univer- Union on .Journalism Havata,
University in Sydney, siy, Toronto, Canada. He is telecommunications for and Cominunication, Cuba. He also works at
Australia . He is inazagiig currentljy working on afixed development. He is also University of Salzburg. Radio Havana, and produces
editor of tle Journal of term contractfor the U.N. inevolved in local media Austria. Special interests a r adio s/tow on interna-
International Cominunica- TLorld Food Programme antl initiatives worldwide aind is incl/tde the socio-spatial tional broadcasting. His
tions. is also working as a currently vice-chairperson of dialectic of the new informna- present research interests

researcher and advisor to the MacBride Roundtable on tionz and commimunications inclulde non-conventional
NVetVamn, a natiorial Global Comilmunications. technologies, especiallyfor energy sources and how, to
governinig organizationi He is a founder and full- the development of existing manage social systems.
comnpater networlk in time mnember of NEXUS cities.
V'ietnam. Research in Daiblin.

CHITTY: The globalization FORTIER: A gap is never 0 SIOCHRIi: That a gap MAIER-RABLER: A gap CORO ANTICH: This is a
of information society will an opportunity: it always will open up is inevitable. always means a crisis to mc: major crisis. Management of
ilnk nietropolitani spaces such benefits some at the expenise The questions are: Will the the word indicates iniequality, the urban enviro-nmenit is a
as New York and London to and marginalization of others. benefits of information If the development of the very difficult task, made even
provincial capitals in the Powerful groups are more technology to those on the newv information technologies more so when those in charge
developing world. A single likely to benetit from right side of the information continues without major lack appropriate information
global urban space will disparities thani other less- gap outweigh the costs to corrections, developing on vital problems. Lack of
emerge a telecomn:nunity. endowed sectors. The those on the wrong side? countries will face a crisis. up to-date technology will
Developing country cities information gap reflects no Will the distribution of ncgatively affect devcloping
will be able to use the less than the comnimoditization benefits strengthen present CotUry city ihllabitants.
information superhighway to of information, in an inequities or will the
transport readings of their economy where information information revolution help
own cultures to metropolitan has become a key means of marginialized groups turn
spaces. production. their ideas into better lives?

FORTIER: The information- MAIER-RABLLR: CORO ANTICH: Up-to-
poor are those social sectors Infornation-rich and date technologies may allow

njX that have little or no access to 47 information-poor refer mostly developing country cities to
or control of information, As t' o the degree of opportunities replace obsolete systems,
with bther resources, to avoid to participate in the process thereby encouraging the
a gap, information needs to of worldwide infoirmation process kInown as leapfrog-
be accessible-distributed exchange. This implies ging-i.e., changing fromN 5 , and redistributed. As access to networks and telephone switching gear to
information becomes a services and access to the integrated digital network

uci iiieanis of production. < kinowledge anid education. without having to climb the
there must be limits to its ladder of techno-development

| privatization and one stcp at a time.
commoditization if the poor

L are to be empowered. X

CHITTY: The nations of the r FORTIER: tUniversal access 0 SIOCHRItJ: Developed MAIER-RABLER:
world should negotiate a j \ill only be secured by the coLunTiries have an ethical and Developed cotuntries have a CORO ANTICH: EnsLiring
policy for the management of struggle of those who refuse social responsibility to wam social responsibility to universal access and
the global information marginalization. Wc can of technological conse- developing countrics. They responsible usc of informa-
infrastnLicture. Whether a I only hope that the rich will quenices and to act to ensure also have an initerest in tion technology is in the best
policy is negotiatecl or not, ( recognize. through the that these are positive for connecting the rest of the interests of both developed
one will emerge anyway, resistance of the poor, that others. They aiso have an world. Why? Because this and developing countries.
with the values of the players. equity and participation are economic intcrest in ensurng means access for their service Social responsibilitv is

essential conditions for that the economic benefits of indLustries to a huge pool of necessary because the
socially sustainable develop- information technology are cheap labor and potential introduction of new informa-
ment, including theirs. maximized in developing customers. tion technologies will have a

I country cities. positive impact on the quality
_J of life of hrLndreds of

millions of human beings.
FORTIER: Technological 0 SIOCHRU: It is true that MAIER-RABLER:
detenninism is certainly a technology holds no hidden Technological determinism is CORO ANTICH: In order
onvth. Appropriation only iiler- logic. Modifications definitelv false. Developing to be able to introduce,
occurs when a technology is required have often less to do coUntry cities will have to modify, and adapt informa-
developed or adapted by poor with the technologies per se produce their ovn informa- tion to their own satisfaction,
sectors for their specific than with the context in tion. which will be the new developing coulntry cities
needs. which they are being means of production, and must select. train, and keep

implemented. transform it into services for personnel with the highest
their own benefit. qualifications in management

science.
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The Parque Ecologico do Coco: A Publicity Coup
by Julia Bucknall

9IJ Julia Bucknall works at the World Bank on environmentai and urban development projects in Mexico, Central America, and Venezuela.

FORTALEZA. Through the their new homes by stopping elite campaigned to preserve Keeping voters informed
establishment of the Parque illegal dumping and acting as an biological diversity and the
Ecologico do Coc6 in Fortaleza, informal park police. The natural area of the park, while the The state government was
Brazil, the state govermenit of founding of the Parque Ecologico squatters mobilized for better acutely aware of the value of
Ceard used information cleverly do Coc6 managed to turn the housing and services in the Coco informing voters about all of its
to create a political and adminis- usual conflict between social and shantytowns. Both campaigns initiatives. It did not therefore
trative climate conducive to environmental aims into a made heavy use of existing ignore the shantytown upgrading
reconciling environmental and situation beneficial to both information dissemination tools. along the park's boundaries.
social objectives. interest groups. The conservationists were most Interspersed with advertisements

The Parque Ecologico do Coc6 Creating incentives for local visible, as they had access to about the Coc6 park, viewers
newspapers and contacts with could see the terrible conditions
local celebrities and politicians, of the shantytowns, juxtaposed
Conservationists organized a rock with pictures of 10,000 residents
concert, an ecological picnic, and building their own houses,

3 3i ,1-- 3 X 3 3 g 3 3 23 3 3 3 l 3 3 X 3petitions and leafleting cam- machines digging sewage lnes,
paigos. Conversely, the squatters and people using clean water
organized cornmunity groups and arriving from standpipes or
relied more on direct pressure on individual taps.
state officials The publicity about the public

The state groverment realized sector initative did not just create
the opportunift for synthesis political goodwill among the
between two mnutually reinforcing voters. It had the unexpected
campaigns. It used various forms effect of making public officials
of informationa to create and proudoftheirjobs. People had
respond to the political climate, suddenly heard of their initiatives
The governmnent realized that the and approved of them. They
location of the park in the middle received recognition and praise.
of tow-n made the area a political As officials became proud of their
bombshell. It also recognized the work, they began to do it better.
importance of the international The state of Ceard is one of
climate in which green credentials Brazil's poorest. Now the state
mattered and political payoffs has become well-known in Brazil
could be substantial. The for achieving both an economic
administration made sure every- upswing and for successful social
one knew about the existence of programs. The government

is the largest urban park in Latin people to protect area resources the park by erecting attractively skillfully used available infonna-
America and protects a mangrove has been practiced for at least a designed signs that linked the tion resources such as television
swamp situated on some of the decade in Ceara. But initially park clearly with the state advertisements, billboards, and
city's most valuable real estate. success has been difficult to administration along its perimeter. international conferences to make
At the same time, the park achieve because of the differing The government al so maximized itself popular with voters, who
harbors on its periphery a interests of powerful groups. The its political payoff through local then supported the project through
shantytown of 10,000 inhabitants. state of Ceara managed to and national advertising. It paid economic adjustments. Using
Conservation initiatives usually reconcile the diverse interests of for advertisements on state publicity to foster consensus
come at the expense of the poor, the squatters and the conserva- television that described the allowed the government to build
and in turn, local people often tionists by keeping them informed project as the largest urban park the park and integrate the needs of
undernine conservation initia- of efforts to establish the park in Latin America. It also used the shantytown residents.
tives by taking land or resources throughout the 15-year campaign the 1992 U.N. Conference on
illegally. Not so in this instance. to establish it. Environment and Development
In creating the park, the state in Rio de Janeiro to gain
planners of Ceari did not remove State government's use of international publicity by adver-
the 10,000 squatters living in information tising its green credentials This article is based on research
terrible conditions, rather they through videos, publicity stands, conducted with Professor Judith
upgraded the housing and services Initially, the two campaigns and advertisements in national Tendler of MIT, funded by the
in situ. Squatters now protect conflicted. The city's intellectual magazines. state government of Ceara.
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We actively seek our developinig counz try readers' input for this section. Our intention is to facilitate nfetwvorkinig amonig developinig couintry city

managers and their constituenits.

THE PANOS INSTITUTE
Contact: Dr. Melanie Beth Oliviero, Execuitive Director, Tlhe Panos WORLD BANK LAUNCHES
Institute. 171 7 Massachusetts A venue, NWV, Suite 301, Wcashiington, DC ELECTRONIC MEDIA CENTER
20036. /ISA; Tel: 202-483-0044, lax. 202-483-3059.

The Panos Institute, an international informationi organization, was In today's increasingly knowledge-based world economy, information-
established in 1986. It consists of three autonomous institutes operating and the means for disseminating it-are recognized as vital economic
in Washington. London, and Paris. Their aim is to promote socially, resources. The continuiing decreases in the costs of storing, processing,
environmentally, and economically sustainable development. and transmitting information electronically are driven by a wave of

Through media training workshops and materials production, commu- technological change known as the digital revolution, which is affecting
nity outreach, and dissemination of informnation, Panos Washington aims every economic sector. The digital revolution promises major productiv-
to deepen understanding about development issues worldwide. It ity increases in education and training at a time when learning is
concentrates on building the local capacity for reliable information becoming crucial to achieve and maintain the economic competitiveness
gathering and responsible reporting in the global South and on bringing of people, cities, counttics, and nations.
these perspectives to the attention of Northern audiences, Cttrrent It is vital to the World Bank's future to be actively engaged in
programs include inforrnation capacity-building among journalists and haressing this technological revolution to meet the challenges of

editrs i theCaribeanand entrl Aneria, iiobiizin themedi on pursuing economic refonns, inivesting in people, protecting the environ-
editors iUl the Caribbean and Central America, mobilizing the media on ment, stimulating the private sector, and reorienting government. To this
responsible reporting about HIV/AIDS, and promoting Southern voices end. the pilot Electronic Media Center (EMC) was established in June
on population, consumption. and development. and on the consequences 1994 as a joint venture of three central vice presidencies and the Extemal
of conflict on deve lopment locally. Affairs Department of the World Bank.

The EMC provides a new focal point in the World Bank for coordi-
INDORE HABITAT PROJECT nating, encouraging, and demonstrating appheations of the electronic

Contact: Diane Diacon, Research Qlficer. Building and Social Hotusinsg media-including television, radio, video- and audio-cassettes, video-
Founiidationi, Memorial Square. Coalville, Leicestershire. LE67 3TU disks, CD-ROM, videoconferencing, and the Internet-and enables other
UK: Tel: 44-0-530-510444. ftax: 44-0-530-510322. units of the World Bank to:

Th noeHabitat Project in Indore, India. provides an innovative city- dissem-inate strategically selected analyses of important develop-
The lndore FfbttPocti nocIda rvdsa noaiect-ment issues to the world at large and encourage interactive
wide approach to urban improvement through the networking of slums feedbaek:
and other distress zones in the city. Incorporating full community * support World Bank operations through facilitating the inclusion
support, the proj ect has brought dramatically improved living conditions of electronic media components within loans, credits, and
to 900,000 people, at a fraction of the cost of conventional approaches. investments as a means to improve stakeholder participation;

The project covers 183 slums, benefiting 39 percent of the population expand the reach and increase the cost effectiveness of the
directly. A further 35 percent of the population has gained indirectly Economic Development Instinite and internal training activities;
through the cityvide environmental imaprovements. There are two main and
components to the project: physical improvements in the slums and the promote the external relations of the World B3ank, primarily by
city, and cotnmunity development works. In a separate program, the carrying out the first three functions, thereby increasing the
legal rights of the land are bcing transferred to the slum-dwellers. visibility and outreach of the World Bank's activities.

The British Overseas Development Agency is the principal funding
agent for the slum upgrading components of the project-this is regarded The EMC has successfully completed its startup phase. is almost
as seed money to encourage contributions from beneficiaries and other fully equipped, and has lauched a series of pilot projects. The first of
sources of funding, including state and municipal hfuding. Maintenance these pilot projects, a mini-series of two 55-minute television programs
and running costs will bc mot by the municipality, but will be recouped on worldwide experience with high inflation, hyperinflation, and
from increased tax revenues from the slum population and connection stabilization and their relevance to Russia today, has been completed and
charges for the non-slum population. I'he health, educational, and social an evaluation conimissioned. The series, entitled "Your Money or Your
components of the project are run at the grassroots level by community Life " and produced by the Russian firm PERSONA, was broadcast on
volunteers, Russian television (Channel 2) in October 1994.

Other pilot projects include two one-hour videos entitled "Dams,
Debates, and Development" and "The Htuman Face of Urban Develop-

LINCOLN INSTITUTE OF LAN1) POLICY mnt"in the format of Socratic dialogues; a onc-hour video entitled
"Learning Nations" on the crucial role of information technology in

Contact: Ann Tong Registrar, Lin1colnz Institute of Land Polic", l 13 development; a manual on teleconferencing; participation in the
Brattle Street. Cambridge. MA 02138, USA,' Tel: 800-LA4ND USE, fax: development phase of VETV, an Agenda-2 1-oriented global access
617-661-7235. television broadcasting service; and development and implementation of

an on-line database accessible over the Internet on audiovisual materials

The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy is a nonprofit and tax-exempt promoting sustainable development.
educational instittition established in 1974. Its mission as a school is to How can the EMC help promote sustainable urban development?
study and teach land policv, including land economics and land taxation. Urban projects financed by the Bank can include components using the

The institute seeks to understand choices for the strategic manage- electronic media to achieve their objectives, and thc EMC can provide
ment of land, community and individual rights and responsibilities in suggestions on how this can be done. The power of television has been

dregulation of land, the functioning of land markets insufficiently used to build support for innovative approaches to urban
land, the taxation and ,,,' ,,,,development problems. The EMC has staffwith knowledge of develop-

changing patterns of land use, and the interrelationships of transportation ment applications of all the electronic media-especially television,

and land use. video, and the Internet-and thc EMC is developing worldwide contacts
It maintains a imiultidisciplinary approach to the study of land and tax which can help rmake use of these media to achieve project objectives.

policy. Experts with a variety of backgrounds come together to study, As more video products are produced within Bank-financed urban
reflect, exchange insights. and work toward creating more complete and projects, WETV wilt provide a global network for broadcasting the best
systematic land and tax policies. work so that lessons of successful sustainable urban development can be

Through its research, courses and conferences, and publications, the known worldwide.
institLte seeks to advance and disseminate knowledge of critical land -Peter T Knight
policy issues and to have an impact on land policy.
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Technopoles of the Information technology is and to present an answer. The ment, management of the environ-

World: The Making of changing the ways cities function book summarizes the experts' ment, urban development,
21 st Century Industrial in the industrialized world, For discussions at the first-ever education, and health and family

this reason the Organization for computer conference held on the planning.
Complexes Economic Cooperation and impact of information services in

j by Manuel Castelis and Peter Development (OECD), whose developing countries. The experts
!VE Hall. Routledge, 11 New members suggest ways for measuring Life After Television:

Fetter Lane, London EC4 4EE, comprise whether information services do The Coming
UK, 1994. ISBN 0-415-10014-3. l i the world's in fact have a positive impact on Transformation of

leading development, whether the aim of MdaadA eia
The emergence of a global industrial- the developing country is to save Media and American
economy and new informnation ized money, to make management Life
technologies are changing the countries, decisions moire efficiently, to hy George Gilder. W W. Norton
way we do business and the goods established facilitate communication in & Company, NVew York and

and a working remote rural areas, to improve London, 1994. ISBN 0-393-
services we group on urban matters to study higher education, to save lives in 31158-9.
produce. the implications of an " informa- the health services, or to get
These tion society" on the way cities are ordinary people to participate The world is poised for another
develop- traditionally organized. In the more in society. breakthrough in information
_ments, in course of its work, the group held technology, which may prove
turn, are an international conference in even more

_m leading to Paris, which is the subject of this The Information iconoclastic
_ entirely report. According to the report, Technology Revolution than

new uses of cities and regions. the mayors, businessmen, and and Economic previous

Such new uses may develop in a scientists at the conference agreed Development industrial
haphazard way, say the authors of that information technologies are revolutions.
this book, or they may be planned going to have a profound impact by Nagy K HaIznna. The Interna- On this
as technopoles-special centers on urban policies like housing, tional Bankffor Reconstruction occasion,
where a concentration of high- transport, education, infrastruc- and Developmnent, The World savs the
technology industries is deliber- ture, and land use and environ- Bank, 1818 HStreet, NW, author in
ately encouraged. For a place to mental services. Washington. *DC 20433, USA, his ground-breaking new book,
be a technopole, the authors say, 1991. ISSN: 01259-21X. developments in fiber optics and
it must have access to a skilled Measuring the Impact of digital computers will lead to the
workforce, capital, and the latest Information on Developing countries cannot demise of telephone and televi-
technological information. Development afford to ignore the information sion communications as we now

The book examines various revolution of the 1990s, the know them. People-to-people
cases where such technological by Michel J. Menou. The Interna- author affirms in this study. communication will give way to
centers have been planned. The tional Development Research Information technology and links between computer users and
cases include science parks, Centre, P.O. Box 8500, informatics arc at the heart of the digital computer networks which
science cities, and industrial Ottawa,ONKIG 3H9, Canada, global economny and are having an will be found in every office and
complexes. These three cases 1993. ISBN 0-88936-708-6 impact on home.
have been undisputed successes. all types of The rise of the telecomputer
But one of the striking conclu- For dccades, multilateral and _ ".'-.--'. industries the "teleputer`-is going to
sions of the book is that despite bilateral agencies have been Tbe infotion and radically alter the way we leam
the planning, over the years the encouraging developing nations to Revoion services. and educate our children, do
world's most enduring high-tech establish information infrastruc- Divjmcnt Such business, shop, stay healthy, and
production has emerged from tures. It was always assumed- | technolo- spend our leisure time. The
places that have not been specifi- perhaps glibly-that information gies can teleputer era, when it arrives, will
cally designed for these indus- has a positive effect on societies, help completely undermine the need
tries. Instead, such technology has including developing societies, developing countries have timely for the large, centralized, top-
emerged from the old metropo- but can this be proven? and reliable irnformation. It can down organizations that now
lises of the industrial world, like This book documents the first- also be a powerful tool in encour- proliferate in industry, like the
London and Paris. ever aging popular participation and in giant cable networks, phone

attempt by moves to decentralize. The study companies, government bureau-
Cities and New informa- claims that the new information cracies, and multinational

Technologies tion tcchnology will be beneficial to corporations. The information
specialists developing countries. It says it provided by the new teleputer will

by Head of Publications Service, around the will help these countries in a also be varied, educational, and
OECD. 2 Rue Andre Pascal, world to variety of areas such as economic participatory-a far cry from the
75775 Paris, Cedex 16, France, analyze planning and management, in fare now dished out to audiences
1992. this issue agriculture and rural develop- by the mass media.
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Below is a selectio-n of urbane enents an training coutrses culled from The Urban Agc's cutrrentfiles. Te are not always able to list events more
than once, given sppace limitations. Please refer to past isstes of The Urban Agefor additional events scheduled in 1995. Send your annotnce-
ment.s to: Tle Editor, The Urban Age. Room S4-031, The World Bank, 818 HStreet. NW, Washington, DC 20433, USA. Fax: 202-522-3224,
Internet: micneil;:worldbank.org

C o n f e ^ e n c e s Rotterdam, The Netherlands-Courses offered by the Institute

for Housing and tJrban Development Studies in 1995 include
Manchester, England-March 27 28, 1995. International Sustain- master's degrees in Urban Management (September 1995 December

able Development Research Conference. Contact: ERP Environment, 1996), Urban Environmental Management (September 1995-Decem-
P.O. Box 75. Shipley, West Yorkshire BD17 6EZ, UK. Tel: 0274- ber 1996), Construction Management Technology (April 27 July 28),
530408, fax: 0274-530409. and Inner City Development in Transitional Economies (April 27-July

28). Contact: The IHS Registrar, P.O. Box 1935, 3000 BX Rotterdam,
Lapland, Finland-April 1-5, 1995. Living on the Margins- The Netherlands. Tel: 31-10-4021523, fax: 31-10-4045671.
Making the Best of Limited Resources. Contact: Douglas Gordon,
Secretary General, Suomi-Finland IFHP. P.O. Box 100. Helsinki, Liverpool, England In May 1995, the Liverpool School of Tropical
00521, Finland. Tel: 358-0-148-88412, fax: 358-0-148-6672. Medicine and the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists

will offer a new course for doctors and nurse/midwives. The course
London, Englan(d April 4--7, 1995. Health at the Crossroads: will lead to a diploma in reproductive health in developing countries.
Transport Policy and Urban Health. Contact: Conference Office, Contact: Christine J. Piper, Course Convenor. Liverpool School of
London School ol Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, Tropical Medicine, Pembroke Place, Liverpool L3 5QA, UK. Tel: 051-
London WCIE 7HiT, UK. Tel: 44-0-171-927-23 14, fax: 44-0-171-580- 708-9393, fax: 051-708-8733.
7593.

Dallas, TX-April 23-26, 1995. The Challenge for America's
Communities: Economic Development in a New Era. Contact: Newsleliers
National Council for Urban Economic Development, 1730 K Street,
NW, Suite 915. W/ashington. DC 20006, USA. Tel: 202-223-4735, fax: A selected list of newsletters and

202-223-4745. journals carrying information on PRODDER NEWSLETTER

urban development issues. Programme for Development
Washington, DC June 25 28, 1995. Violence as a Global Health Research
Issue: Responding to the Crisis. Contact: NCIH Conference, 1701 K ENFO P.O. Box 32410
Street, NW. Suite 600, Washington, DC 20006, USA. Tel: 202-833- Environmental Systems Braamfontein 2017
5903, fax: 202-833-0075. Information Center South Africa

Asian Institute of Technology Tel: 927-11-339-4451

University of Warwick, Coventrv, England-September 11-15. P.O. Box 2754 Fax: 927-11-403-2353

1995. The 23rd European Transport Forum. Contact: PTRC Bangkok SOCIAL WEATHER
Education and Research Services Ltd., Glenthorne House, Tel: 66-2-5245863 BULLETIN
Hammersmith Grove, London W6 OLG. UK. Tel: 44-0-181-741-1516, Fax: 66-2-5245870 Social Weather Stations, Inc.
fax: 44-0-181-741-5993. Room 312, PSSC Building

HEALTH ACTION Commonwealth Avenue

Educalion P[oflFdms and Courses AHRTAG Diliman. Quezon City 1101
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~29-35 Farringdon Road Philippines

London ECIM 3JB

Harvard University-The Graduate School of Design will offer its UK WORLD OF WORK
. . . .1_ n 1 a n 1 1 / Tel: 44-71-242-0606 IDternational l.abor Office14th annual international training program called "The Role of Publc! Tel: 44-71-242-0606 International LaboreOffice

Private Partnerships in Financing Sustainable Urban Development" Fax: 44-71-242-0041 1828 L Street. NW
from June 26-Jul y 21, 1995. The four-week course will addrcss the IBAM NEWSLETTER Washington. DC 20036
issues faced by local agencies while they promote economic growth in Brazilian Institute of Municipal USA
partnership with private enterprise. Contact: Randa Tukan. Interna- Administration Tel: 202-653-7652
tional Training Programs, Unit for Housing and Urbanization, Harvard Largo IBAM No. I Fax: 202-653-7687
University-Graduate School of Design, 48 Quincy Street, Cambridge, 22271-070
MA 02138. USA, Tel: 617-495-4964, fax: 617-495-9347. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil WORLD RIVERS REVIEW

Tel: 021-266-6622 International Rivers Network

Boston Universitv-The School of Public Health will offer its 13th Fax: 021-537-t262 1847 Berkeley Way
annual Health Care in Developing Countries program, to be held May Berkeley. CA 94703

24-ugst18 199. I'h po-amstesespricile ad ratial POPULATION HEADLINERS USA24-August 18, 1''95. The program stresses principles andpractical Economic and Social Commis- Tel: 510-848-1155
techniques essential in the planning and delivery of health care services sion for Asia and the Pacific Fax: 510-848-1008
in resource-constrained environments. Contact: Joseph Anzalone, (ESCAP) Internet: irnCd:igc.apc.org
Course Manager. Center for International Health, 53 Bay State Road, United Nations Building
Boston, MA, 02215. USA. Tel: 617-638-5234, fax: 617-638-4476, Bangkok 10200
Internet: cih( bu.edu. Thailand
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INFORMATION
continuedfrom page 6

widespread distribution of information beyond the government's Cities will likely grow wider-not necessarily taller-as informatioi
control. capabilities allow businesses and workers to enjoy the amenities of a

Such issues likely await China and Vietnam, as well, where highly city while utilizing the urban information infrastructure to distance
centralized governments are introducing technologies that promise free- themselves from city-center problems. "City" will likely be more

flowing information beyond government's control. China plans to broadly definied to include the range of satellite cities (both literally an(
quadruple the number of telephone lines to 80 million by the year figuratively) that will develop near the great urban centers.

' 2000 by investing some US$ 100 million in telecommunications Public-private partnerships will grow more active in the develop-
equipment. And by the end of this year, all 26 provincial capitals ment of information infrastructures. Cities, especially smaller, more

with the exception of Lhasa in Tibet will have optical fiber links to competitive ones, may increasingly partner with corporations to
Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Thailand. At the same time, develop infrastructure in exchange for tax and other incentives. Cities
Vietnam hopes to add 300,000 optical fiber telephone lines annually. will also seekc private partnerships for the technical training advanced

It's much easier to point to areas where infonnation technology has companies catn offer citizens.
sped development than to those areas where a lack of information has Cities without strong knowledge centers will likely continue
clearly stymied development. Anecdotal evidence is clear, though. competing for low-skill, high-tech jobs, such as the data-processing
Africa, the poorest continent, also has the least developed information work which credit card companies now farm out around the world (see
infrastructure. Though not drawing a connection, a World Bank report story, p. 10). Cities with newly created capacities for handling rapid
found that "its bureaucrats do not appreciate the relevance of informa- and complex transmissions will initially seek such jobs to establish
tion to decision making. And its policies tend to control rather than industry footholds and develop expertise. These low-skill jobs, though
promote information sharing and information technology diffusion." will constantly relocate as companies seek those areas of lowest costs,

The new information technologies may also serve to supplement and as developing cities offer the necessary infrastructure combined
more traditional information sources as well, in developing and with low-cost labor.
developed countries. Large staffs and printing presses are no longer And finally, large urban knowledge and information centers will
necessary to produce a newspaper, thanks to new software printers and likely become more distinct from the nation. This may be the most
copiers. This can increase the number of more traditional printed interesting aspect of all. As cities become more a function of informa-
publications available. And the increasing availability of information tion flows than of personal interactions or physical manufacturing, they
means that local radio broadcasts can be strengthened with up-to-date could easily become increasingly disconnected from their host country
news from around the world, aiding distribution in more traditional even as they dominate the national economy. Already, one study has
manners than the fiber optic cable that remains a hallmark of the found that some 70 percent of one major ovemight courier's IJUS.
information age. business is accounted for by just 15 domestic cities. The increased

globalization that infonnation technology brings will increase ties
The future between those urban nodes at the intersections of the information

networks.
Given information's importance in the world economy and the Taken together, information technologies promise to place an

challenges awaiting cities as they seek to harness it, what might the enormous burden on city managers and officials. The information
future hold? No one knows for sure, of course, but here are some revolution holds both promise and warning: promise to those able to
educated guesses. leverage its efficiencies both to make city services more efficient and tc

First, as suggested earlier, those cities that are centers of information induce econcmic development; and the threat of economic struggle to
and knowledge are likely to grow stronger in this new age, especially those that caimot.
those cities with strong existing information infrastructures. Demand t issue
for information will be heightened by its ability to be transmitted easily Trip DuBard is an information _ l_e _: ____________ ___

and cheaply, and by its ever-increasing role as both a factor of produc- analyst on the social impacts of T Misofe Urban Age
tion and a product itself As well, cities offer synergies of personal information technology. He is a wll he on the Human
contact, made all the more possible by the convergence of transporta- former reporter/for the Associated o nment o Ciis The
tion networks found in cities. Press and Knight-Ridder. floigsuew e on

Photo credits: page 1: J Mark Eberman; page 7: Liba Taylor/Panos Pictures; page 11: ©Q.Jon Spau/I/Pants Pictures; page 12: l forad oreceing your
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